
LAGERS + EASY DRINKERS
KÖNIG LUDWIG (GERMANY)- 5.5%                           1/2 POUR $3.50 / 18 OZ $6.00
The royal family of Bavaria held the monopoly on brewing beer in the entire region for around 200 years, which means that they can be 
considered the most experienced producers of wheat beer. A combination of cloves, banana, and light citrus notes make this a classic.

WARSTEINER PREMIUM VERUM (GERMANY) - 4.8%       1/2 POUR $3.50 / .4L $6.00
Perhaps the finest German Pilsner available in the US.  Exceptionally balanced employing quality malts, slightly bitter noble hops, and 
soft water.  Light, crisp, and refreshing! 

SLOW POUR BREWING COTILLION BLONDE ALE (LAWRENCEVILLE, GA) - 5.3% -                                                                    1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
Crystal clear and oh-so refreshing, this American Blonde is perfect for hot weather drinking. Lightly biscuty malt and a touch of lemon 
means this beer pairs with almost anything you’re eating here at SKB.

BROOKLYN SUMMER ALE (NEW YORK, NY) - 5.0%       1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
Lightly floral and complex but still just as crisp and refreshing as you need to it to be! Brooklyn Summer Ale is everything that you 
want for crisp summer drinking.

AMBERS + BROWNS + PORTERS + STOUTS
DESCHUTES BLACK BUTTE PORTER (BEND, OR) - 5.5%        1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
Dark, roasty, and delicious, this famous medium-bodied Porter is packed with malted chocolate, roasted coffee, and a very light hop 
bitterness. More complex than your average beer and certainly worth a try!

GUINNESS DRAUGHT (IRELAND) - 4.2%                   1/2 POUR $4.00 / 16 OZ $7.00
Rich and creamy. Distinctively black. Velvety in its finish.  This iconic beer is defined by harmony. Sip after sip, sweet counters bitter as 
the malt arrives on cue to compliment a base of roasted barley.

HORUS HAZELNUT HARRIS IMPERIAL STOUT (OCEANSIDE, CA) - 13%                        5 OZ $14.00
If you came here looking for a massive stout that is packed with flavor, thick like maple syrup, and still maintains a silky smooth 
mouthfeel, look no further. Coffee, Hazelnut, and thick black chocolate hide a giant ABV in this delicios high gravity sipper.

PALE ALES + IPAs + DOUBLE IPAs 

NEW REALM BREWING HOPTROPOLIS IPA (ATLANTA, GA) - 6.5% -      1/2 POUR $4.50 / 16 OZ $8.00
From the Beltline to our tap, this new American Style IPA toes the line between traditional and tropical. Citra, Mosaic, Azacca, and 
Loral hops bring flavors of peach, pear, and pineapple along with the expected dank citrus, and a light golden body balances it all out!

SBC UNITED PALE ALE (ATHENS, GA) - 4.7% -         1/2 POUR $4.00 / 16 OZ $7.00
A local Pale Ale for thirsty locals, United Pale is refreshing, lightly hopped, and just tropical enough to satisfy without overdoing it.

OLD NATION BOSS TWEED DOUBLE IPA (WILLIAMSTON, MI) - 9.3% -                                                   1/2 POUR $4.50 / 12 OZ $8.00
Peach, Mango, and Tangerine steal the show in this Double New England-Style IPA. Pilsner and Vienna malt provide a nice light 
backbone that supports the delicate fruit flavors and higher alcohol without overtaking the nuances of this incredible beer.

JEKYLL HOP DANG DIGGITY IPA (ALPHARETTA, GA) - 6.7% -                                                                1/2 POUR $4.00 / 16 OZ $7.00
Accurately described as a “Classic” IPA, this beer boasts a full body with sweet malt balanced by big citrus and pine flavors. A pretty 
normal IPA in 2012, this style has become a rare breed in 2021. 

SOURS + FRUITED BEERS
THREE TAVERNS LORD GREY (DECATUR, GA) - 5.0% -        1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
Made with Earl Grey tea, this sour is bursting with bergamont orange and subtle lavender. Lacto-fermentation adds the tart character 
and rounds out this perfect hot weather sour.

TRIMTAB BLUE RASPBERRY SOUR PUNCH! (BIRMINGHAM, AL) - 7.4% -        1/2 POUR $4.50 / 12 OZ $8.00
Brewed with fruit and blue raspberry candies, this crazy sour pours a bright blue-green. Slightly less tart than your standard Sour 
Punch Straw but still packed to the brim with citrus, raspberry, and a sense of colorful nostalgia!
ANXO DISTRICT DRY CIDER (WASHINTON D.C.) - 6.9%                          1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00 
Truly farm-to-table, this cider is made with heirloom apples sourced within 99 miles of the cidery. Indredibly dry yet packed with crips 
cider flavor, this is a hard cider for people who don’t like hard cider. It’s also delicious for the rest of us!

UNE ANNEE LE GRAND MONDE (NILES, IL) - 7% -                  25 CL $10.00
A Barrel aged American Wild Ale with Ginger, Passionfruit, and Peach, Le Grand Monde is the continuation of years of incredible 
rotating wild ales. Aged to funky perfection, this isn’t an entry-level sour beer, but it is absolutely delicious.
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CANS + BOT TLES
BELL’S TWO HEARTED ALE (KALAMAZOO, MI) - IPA                        7.0% 12 OZ $6.00
CREATURE COMFORTS ATHENA (ATHENS, GA) - BERLINER WEISSE                     4.5% 12 OZ $6.00
CREATURE COMFORTS TROPICALIA (ATHENS, GA) - IPA                     6.6% 12 OZ $6.00
CREATURE COMFORTS CLASSIC CITY LAGER (ATHENS, GA) - LAGER                        4.2% 16 OZ $6.50
CREATURE COMFORTS RECLAIMED RYE (ATHENS, GA) - AMBER ALE                        5.5% 12 OZ $6.00
MONDAY NIGHT BREWING DRAFTY KILT (ATLANTA, GA) - SCOTCH ALE                     7.2% 12 OZ $6.00
SOUTHERN BREWING CO. FOG MACHINE (ATHENS, GA) - IPA                       6.8% 12 OZ $6.00
SOUTHERN BREWING CO. RED & BLACK (ATHENS, GA) - SOUR                     6.0% 12 OZ $7.00
TERRAPIN GOLDEN ALE (ATHENS, GA) - CREAM ALE                        5.0% 12 OZ $6.00
TERRAPIN LUAU KRUNKLES (ATHENS, GA) - IPA                        6.5% 12 OZ $6.00
WILD LEAP LOCAL GOLD (LAGRANGE, GA) - BLONDE ALE            5.4% 12 OZ $7.00

BACARDI RUM PUNCH - MIXED COCKTAIL                        5.9% 12 OZ $8.00
TREEHORN DRY CIDER (MARIETTA, GA) - CIDER                        5.9% 12 OZ $6.00
ANXO CIDRE BLANC (WASHINGTON D.C.) - CIDER                        6.9% 12 OZ $7.00
FLYING EMBERS PINEAPPLE CHILI (OJAI, CA) - HARD KOMBUCHA       6.8% 12 OZ $10.00

FIGMENT GINGER LEMONGRASS KOMBUCHA (ATHENS, GA)  NA 12 OZ $6.00
FIGMENT RASPBERRY KOMBUCHA (ATHENS, GA )  NA 12 OZ $6.00
RED BULL ENERGY DRINK   NA 8 OZ $4.50
RED BULL SUGARFREE  NA 8 OZ $4.50

UNDERWOOD PINOT GRIS (OREGON) - CANNED PINOT GRIS                   13% 250ML $8.00
UNDERWOOD SPARKLING ROSE (OREGON) - CANNED SPARKLING ROSE                    11% 250ML $8.00
WINE COCKTAIL POPSICLE! - ASSORTED FLAVORS                                                                        10% 250ML $8.00

 

DOMESTICS
MILLER LITE ( MILWAUKEE, WI)    5.0% 12 OZ $6.00
MICHELOB ULTRA (ST LOUIS, MI)                                  4.2% 12 OZ $6.00

CANNED WINE













BLUE PANTS NITRO PEANUT BUTTER PINSTRIPE STOUT (ALABAMA) - 8.0% -                     1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
Pinstripe is full of rich, chocolaty malts. What goes better with chocolate than creamy peanut 
butter? Enjoy this contribution to peanut butter’s increasing popularity in the beverage world.

CREATURE COMFORTS MOON TREE PALE ALE (ATHENS, GA) - 5.7% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
Moon Tree is an easy-drinking pale ale made with Chinook, Simcoe, Cascade, and Citra hops.
Mild and thirst-quenching, it boasts assertive hop flavor without the bitterness and heat of an IPA.

SERVICE BREWING 5TH ANNIVERSARY JUICY DIPA (GEORGIA) - 8.2% - 1/2 POUR $4.50 / 12 OZ $8.00
This Juicy Double IPA is brewed with flaked oats, housemade oat milk, and intensely  dry-hopped with Amarillo, Idaho-7, 
Styrian Dragon, Zythos, and Mandarina  Bavaria  Hops. Tropical notes of pulpy citrus, sweet mango, and ripe pineapple!

ANDERSON VALLEY CHERRY GOSE (CALIFORNIA) - 4.2% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
Brewed with the juice of Montmorency sour cherries from Michigan, this kettle-sour is a mélange of flavors and aromas. 
Bright cherry mingles with the salty tartness of the Gose to create a uniquely complex and refreshing experience.

PRETORIA FIELDS FOREVER STRAWBERRY BERLINER  (GEORGIA) - 4.5% - 1/2 POUR $4.25 / 10 OZ $7.50
A mild and refreshing Berliner Weisse with the perfect amount of sweetness 
from the addition of fresh berries. Gotta love them strawberries!

SOUTHERN BREWING CO. SOUTHEASTERN BERLINER (ATHENS, GA) - 4.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
When the weather warms up and the sun in beating down on you, a refreshing and tart beer is perfect. The 
Southeastern Berliner Weisse has bright, fruity notes of guava and mango and a crisp, clean cereal character.

WILD LEAP VACANZA TANGERINE HIBISCUS (GEORGIA) - 5.5% - 1/2 POUR $4.25 / 10 OZ $7.50
Vacanza Tangerine Hibiscus is a tart, clean Gose-style Ale fermented with 
tangerine, hibiscus, maraschino cherry and a hint of pink Himalayan sea salt.

ACE JOKER DRY APPLE CIDER (CALIFORNIA) - 6.9% -                              1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
Crisp, clean, and dry, this delightful cider features a champagne-
like effervescence and a dry, bright finish. Deceptively strong.

HEAVEN & ALE DEVIL’S ARMPIT IPA (TENNESSEE) - 6.9% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
A dank, resinous, lightly tropical, and dry IPA. Devil’s Armpit strikes a perfect balance 
between bitter and malty, with an excellent juicy hop flavor throughout.

CREATURE COMFORTS IMPERIAL TROP HAZE (ATHENS, GA) - 8.0% -                     1/2 POUR $4.25 / 12 OZ $7.50
Imperial Trop Haze is a hazy double IPA made with Citra, Centennial, and Galaxy hops. 
They wanted to make something really fun that their biggest Trop fans would love!

TWO TIDES BREWING SIXFOOT IPA (GEORGIA) - 6.3% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
New England style IPA. Juicy fruit flavor, soft mouth feel from oats, and low bitterness. 
Approachable, with loads and loads of Citra, Mosaic, and El Dorado hops.

CARTON BREWING NITRO LIGHT & SWEET (NEW JERSEY) - 6.0% -                              1/2 POUR $4.75 / 12 OZ $6.50
An amusing beer rendition of the acidic bitter coffee curbed by milk and two sugars that starts a day in a paper cup 
for the all-day drinker. Drink Light & Sweet when you want more than one, but there has to be a morning after! 

FREETHOUGHT SUPERPOSITION DIPA (NEW YORK) - 8.0% -           25 CL $9.00
Brewed with flaked oats, malted and unmalted wheat, and double dry hopped with Idaho 7. Aroma of peach, tangerine, 
guava, melon, and candied ginger. Silky smooth mouthfeel with cushy carbonation and a restrained bittering charge.

SOUTHERN BREWING CO. CHEROKEE ROSE *CASK* (ATHENS, GA) - 5.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.75 / 12 OZ $6.50
A tasty Southern wheat beer brewed with wild yeast captured from the Georgia state flower. Mildly spicy with a banana 
pudding and melon character, this specialty cask includes orange peel and coriander for a unique Belgian twist.

HONEST ABE PEACH CIDER  (CALIFORNIA) - 5.0% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
Semi-sweet with light tartness, this fantastic cider is made with organic peaches. 
Natural peach flavor perfect for summer drinking in the Peach State!

OLD NATION CART HORSE (MICHIGAN) - 7% - 1/2 POUR $4.50 / 10 OZ $8.00 
Another winning New England Hazy IPA from the hop stars at Old Nation. Cart Horse has wonderfully 
juicy notes of orange, grapefruit, and pine resin accompanied by refreshingly mild bitterness.

UINTA BABA BLACK LAGER (UTAH) - 4.0% -  1/2 POUR $3.00 / 12 OZ $5.00
A rich, but mild black lager with flavors of dark coffee, chocolate, and subtle wood 
smoke. This black sheep’s color stands out and leads the herd in drinkability.

TERRAPIN BEERISTA COLD BREWED COFFEE STOUT (ATHENS, GA) - 11.2% -                     1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
A blend of bourbon barrel aged Wake-N-Bake with lactose-infused 
Wake-N-Bake to craft a delicious, creamy imperial coffee stout.

CATAWBA VALLEY FRIKI TIKI PASSIONFRUIT (NORTH CAROLINA) - 6.6% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
Seasonal fruit selections vary between batches of Friki Tiki to ensure optimal freshness, showcasing 
the tropical and citrus-forward character of each IPA, always light in body and incredibly drinkable.

UNE ANNÉE LE GRAND MONDE (ILLINOIS) - 7.0% -           25 CL $8.50
Barrel Aged American Wild Ale with black currants and vanilla. Rich, tart, and extremely 
expressive with fruit and spice flavor. Makes for an excellent cheese or dessert pairing.



LAGUNITAS PHASE CHANGE WET HOP JUICY IPA (CALIFORNIA) - 7.4% -                     1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
Phase Change is one juicy game changer... it’s an unfiltered, wet-hop 
ale packed full of lupulin-drenched Simcoe, Citra & Mosaic hops.

CREATURE COMFORTS AUTOMATIC PALE ALE (ATHENS, GA) - 5.2% - 1/2 POUR $3.75 / 16 OZ $6.50
Creature’s refreshing, thirst-quenching pale ale. With its earthy, passionfruit aroma
and clean, balanced bitterness this beer is perfect any day. Dry as a bone. Excellent.

SOUTHERN BREWING CO. WARPIG *CASK* (ATHENS, GA) - 8.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.75 / 12 OZ $6.50
Aggressively hopped Double IPA brewed in West Coast tradition with a strong, bitter 
backbone and minimal malt character designed to showcase the intense hoppy flavor.

SLOW POUR SOUTHERNALITY IPA (GEORGIA) - 5.2% -  1/2 POUR $3.75 / 12 OZ $6.50
Whether it’s pictures, comedy, or drinks, good things come in threes; and this beer is the perfect balance 
of bitter, malty, and fresh. Just the right amount of hopp-y-ness with a down-home, easy-sippin’ style.

HUBBARD’S CAVE FRESH IIPA ONE HOP CENTENNIAL (ILLINOIS) - 8.5% -  1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
Super fresh, single hopped Imperial IPA brewed with Centennial, for classic orange blossom, sticky pine, and grapefruit 
hop aroma. Finishes crisp and dry with assertive bitterness. An IPA lover’s dream. Try with the citra version!

HUBBARD’S CAVE FRESH IIPA ONE HOP CITRA (ILLINOIS) - 8.5% -  1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
Super fresh, single hopped Imperial IPA brewed with Citra, for citrusy, tropical, dreamily bittersweet hop aroma. Finishes 
crisp and dry with assertive bitterness. Also an IPA lover’s dream. Try alongside the centennial version!

UNTITLED ART ITALIAN PILSNER (WISCONSIN) - 5.0% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
Perfectly balanced with all German hops and an Italian hopping regimen, imparting aromas of green grass, green tea, 
cracked black pepper and spice. It uses an Italian hopping regimen. Collaboration with Fair State Brewing Cooperative. 

WESTBROOK MEXICAN CAKE (SOUTH CAROLINA) - 10.5% -           25 CL $9.00
Way back in December 2011, Westbrook brewed their first anniversary beer: a serious imperial stout aged on cocoa nibs, 
vanilla beans, cinnamon sticks, and fresh habanero peppers. It was so delicious they decided to bring it back each year.

D9 DEFYING GRAVITY #9: KUIPER BELT (NORTH CAROLINA) - 14.0% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00 
Sweet, earthy molasses orbits harmoniously with refreshing lime, dancing around the palate in tantalizingly unexpected 
ways. The bright, sour ale gracefully complements the delicate flavor, letting the mind pleasantly wander between sips.

TERRAPIN BEER CO. HOPPIN’ BUBBLY IPA (ATHENS, GA) - 6.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
Hoppin’ Bubbly Brut IPA combines the malt bill from “The Champagne of Beers” and Terrapin’s affinity for IPAs. 
Innovative brewing and dry hopping techniques create a beer that has a crisp, dry finish and an aromatic hop profile.

TERRAPIN BEER CO. LUAU KRUNKLES IPA (ATHENS, GA) - 6.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
Tropical aromas of Passion fruit, Orange and Guava dominate the nose while a 
big juicy hop flavor and smooth bitterness complement the balance of the beer.

TERRAPIN BEER CO. UP-HI IPA (ATHENS, GA) - 5.9% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
IPA with 5 tropical, orange, & citrusy aromatic and flavorful hops, a medium body with biscuit and caramel malt notes 
that bring balance to the beer. This beer’s big citrusy aroma and huge hop presence will keep you in awe sip after sip.

MONDAY NIGHT BREWING CURRANT EVENTS (GEORGIA) - 4.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 10 OZ $6.00
An easy-sipping tart ale with black currants and boysenberries to make for a refreshing respite after a long day. 
And did we mention it’s red? Usually a taproom only exclusive made specially available for our Athenian friends!

MONDAY NIGHT BREWING PRACTICE WHAT YOU PEACH (GEORGIA) - 6.1% - 1/2 POUR $4.75 / 10 OZ $8.50
Practice What You Peach is a French oak foeder fermented and aged American sour ale 
with fresh peaches and tangerines. It’s tart, delectable and refreshing for the summer months.

MONDAY NIGHT BREWING MISCHIEF MANAGED (GEORGIA) - 4.5% - 1/2 POUR $4.75 / 10 OZ $8.50
Mischief Managed is the first in their series of Berliner Weisses. This version is aged in Sauvignon 
blanc barrels on raspberries. Tart, crisp, and clean, this ruby-hued Berliner Weisse is refreshingly dry.

WEIHENSTEPHANER VITUS WEIZENBOCK (GERMANY) - 7.7% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
A light-coloured, spicy weizenbock (strong, wheat lager), Vitus is a unique specialty with round character courtesy 
of its extra-long storage time. The fruity smell of dried apricots joins aromas of citrus, clove, and hints of banana.

UNTITLED ART FUDGESICLE STOUT (WISCONSIN) - 12.0% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00 
Imperial stout with Hershey’s syrup, Cholaca syrup, Dominican, Madagascan, and Guatemalan cacao nibs from Nashville 
based Olive Sinclair for an intense chocolatey flavor. Brewed with lactose and vanilla for exquisite flavor and silkiness.

TERRAPIN BEER CO. ON DECK IPA (ATHENS, GA) - 6.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
A showcase of tropical, fruit forward flavors from generous additions of Galaxy, Mosaic, Citra, El Dorado, and Amarillo 
hops. A subtle pale malt sweetness serves as a backdrop for the hops, resulting in a refreshing bitterness and dry finish.

CREATURE COMFORTS AUTOMATIC PALE ALE (ATHENS, GA) - 5.2% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
Creature’s refreshing, thirst-quenching pale ale. With its earthy, passionfruit aroma
and clean, balanced bitterness this beer is perfect any day. Dry as a bone. Excellent.

THREE TAVERNS A NIGHT ON PONCE IPA (GEORGIA) - 7.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
Lush notes of citrus fruit inherent in this hop-forward style taoer to a clean, dry finish. An American IPA for 
lovers of American IPA, crafted with the same painstaking attention to detail that is a Belgian hallmark.

UNTITLED ART SOUTHERN PASSION (WISCONSIN) - 6.5% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
Beautifully juicy from Southern Passion and citra hops, this beer slaps with tropical, citrusy 
hop flavor, but feels soft on the palatte with low bitterness and a smooth mouthfeel.



JAILHOUSE MONKEY MOUTH MOSAIC IPA (GEORGIA) - 7% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
A great, balanced beer to be enjoyed without stressing. Hopped exclusively 
with Mosaic Cryo hops for bright tropical fruits and a nice dank undertone.

21ST AMENDMENT HOP CRISIS (CALIFORNIA) - 9.7% - 1/2 POUR $4.25 / 10 OZ $7.50
The biggest, hoppiest IPA 21st Amendment’s brewers could imagine aged on oak spirals for good 
measure. This Imperial  IPA breaks all the rules with more malt, more hops and more aroma.

HI-WIRE ROSÉ FRUIT ALE  (NORTH CAROLINA) - 4.6% -   1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
Sweet, tart, and refreshing, the Hi-Wire Rosé blends notes of grape and 
cranberry in this bright and spritzy ale. Inspired by a classic Rosé wine.

MONDAY NIGHT BREWING DR. ROBOT (GEORGIA) - 5.0% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
A tart, fruity sour beer, Dr. Robot is as playful as its name. After souring to a delightfully tart level, they add 
blackberry juice and lemon zest to enhance and balance the flavor. The perfect blend of sweet and sour.

BROUWERIJ VAN STEENBERGE GULDEN DRAAK (BELGIUM) - 10.5% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
This irreplaceable Belgian strong dark ale is brewed with heaps of caramel malts and refermented with Bordeaux 
wine yeast.  Fragrances of barley, ripe plum, and sour cherry mingle with flavors of brown sugar and rich, red fruit.

BOLD ROCK CAROLINA APPLE CIDER (NORTH CAROLINA) - 4.7% -  1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16 OZ $5.00
Made from North Carolina-grown granny smith apples. Pale and clear as day.
Neither too sweet nor too dry, simple and pleasurable. An everybody cider.

MONDAY NIGHT BREWING SLUSHEE FUND (GEORGIA) - 5% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
This gose (pronounce goze-uh) is a tart and sweet mix of cherries and fresh lime 
zest. With a touch of sea salt for authenticity and balance (trust us on this one).

PRETORIA FIELDS BERRY GOSE (GEORGIA) - 4.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.75 / 16 OZ $6.50
Using Flowing Well, their traditional-style gose, as a base, Pretoria ferments this version 
with heaps of organic blackberries and strawberries for a delicious tart, fruity flavor.

GATE CITY BREWING MISC. IPA (GEORGIA) - 5.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
A classic, assertive West Coast IPA brewed with Simcoe, Mosaic, Idaho-7, and Cashmere hops. 
Featuring all the hoppy hits of citrus, pine, and berries with light floral notes.

SEMINAR BREWING MEGAPIXELS (GEORGIA) - 8.6% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
Everything you love about Pixels, but more of it! This double New England IPA 
is brewed in the spirit of Mario’s favorite beer, with 1,048,576 hop flavors!

21ST AMENDMENT TALES FROM THE KETTLE (CALIFORNIA) - 9.0% -  1/2 POUR $3.00 / 12 OZ $5.00
A deep amber beer with prominent black tea, roasted malt, spice, and smoke flavors followed by 
hints of caramel and raisins. It’s like having rich, black tea with sticky toffee pudding, only it’s beer.

OXBOW BUCKWILD BIÈRE DE GARDE (MAINE) - 7.0% -           25 CL $8.00
Buckwild is a stainless-aged, mixed-fermentation bière de garde with buckwheat. A delicate balance between rich malt 
flavor, funky-tart yeast accents, and a pleasantly dry finish. Also it’s funky. Did I mention that already? Funky daddy.

JEKYLL BREWING HOP DANG DIGGITY (GEORGIA) - 6.7% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
Brewed to remind us of the aroma of those tall Georgia pines, while the malty backbone balances 
everything out. Hopped up like a one-legged chicken, this ain’t your standard IPA, Darlin’.

LAGUNITAS PHASE CHANGE WET HOP JUICY IPA (CALIFORNIA) - 7.4% -                     1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
Phase Change is one juicy game changer... it’s an unfiltered, wet-hop 
ale packed full of lupulin-drenched Simcoe, Citra & Mosaic hops.

SOUTHERN BREWING CO. WANDERING WOODPILE #3 (ATHENS, GA) - 6.5% -           25 CL $8.50
Another amazing sour from Sobrewco’s Woodpile series, #3 is a blend of wine barrel
aged golden sours aged on hibiscus and limes for a slightly tart and floral experience.

DR. FRITZ BRIEM GRODZISKIE (GERMANY) - 4.0% - 1/2 POUR $3.00 / 12 OZ $5.00
Grodziskie or Grätzer is a Sour Smoked Wheat Ale dating back to as early as the 15th 
century. Named after the Polish town of Grodzisk Wielkopolski or Grätz in German.

OLD NATION WOODSHED PILOT SERIES: BRUT IPA (MICHIGAN) - 7.0% -                     1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
Brut IPA uses the same recipe hops as M-43 combined with the Brut brewing 
technique... It is meant to be more clear, juicy, and dry. Very dry. Enjoy!

WILD LEAP ALPHA ABTRACTION VOL. 8 (GEORGIA) - 8.0% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
The eighth edition of the Alpha Abstraction series, Volume 8 
is a juicy, double dry-hopped IPA with Enigma hops.

WILD LEAP COCO FLAMINGO (GEORGIA / ALABAMA) - 8.0% - 1/2 POUR $4.75 / 10 OZ $8.50
Coco Flamingo is Wild Leap’s first collaboration beer with TrimTab Brewing. This tropical double IPA is 
brewed with both Sabro and Lotus hops, resulting in a delicious blend of coconut, tangerine, and lime.



OSKAR BLUES CAN-O-BLISS HAZY IPA (COLORADO) - 7.2% -  1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16 OZ $5.00
Can-O-Bliss Hazy IPA is a hazed-out and hopped-up IPA brewed with Strata, Cashmere, Enigma, 
Hallertau Blanc and Eureka hops and packed with flavors of stone fruit, melon and peach.

UINTA CLEAR DAZE JUICY IPA (UTAH) - 6.0% -  1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16 OZ $5.00
What you see (through) isn’t always what you get... Clear Daze is clearly haze-free, but loaded with massive 
hop aromatics of pineapple, mango, and passionfruit, leading to a silky moutfeel and lingering, sweet finish.

ARIZONA WILDERNESS DHW FOREST CLOUDS (ARIZONA) - 8.5% -   1/2 POUR $5.00 / 10 OZ $9.00
This presentation from the ever-changing Dirty Hop Water series is a strong, cloudy IPA brewed with 
Galaxy, Ekuanot, and Wakatu hops. Overflowing with unique lemongrass and bright, citrus pith flavor.

CREATURE COMFORTS TRITONIA (ATHENS, GA) - 4.5% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 16 OZ $7.00
This special release is a gose, a sour wheat beer traditionally brewed with salt and coriander. 
Creature adds cucumber and lime to their tart masterpiece for a ceaselessly refreshing brew.

NEW BELGIUM SOUTHERN VINE (NORTH CAROLINA) - 8.4% -           25 CL $9.00
A dry, tart, intensely flavorful foeder-aged golden sour ale showcasing the bittersweet flavors 
of Scuppernong grapes alongside wild harvested Sumac from the African Bronze Honey Co.

MONDAY NIGHT NITRO DRAFTY KILT SCOTCH ALE (GEORGIA) - 7.2% -  1/2 POUR $3.75 / 12 OZ $6.50
Full-bodied, but not overpowering. Sweet, but not obnoxiously so. 
Drafty Kilt is a dark, smokey, malty bombshell of a beer.

SOUTHERN BREWING CO. WILD AZALEA *CASK* (ATHENS, GA) - 6.0% -  1/2 POUR $3.75 / 12 OZ $6.50
SBC harvested yeast from an Azalea bush on their brewery property to ferment their Wild Azalea Saison. It’s crisp, dry, 
fruity, and just a bit funky with pronounced clove and orange notes. This special cask has pineapple sage added.

STEADY HAND IMPERIAL COFFEE STOUT (GEORGIA) - 9.0% - 1/2 POUR $4.50 / 12 OZ $8.00
Imperial stout brewed in collaboration with Brash Roasters in Atlanta. Moderate bitterness and intense 
coffee flavor blend with sweet notes of chocolaty malts for a mocha-esque experience. Delightful.

BURNT HICKORY SPANISH BOMBS HABANERO IPA (GEORGIA) - 8.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
The second iteration of Burnt Hickory’s Cannon Dragger series infused with habanero peppers. Beautiful pepper flavor 
pairs perfectly with citrusy hops and finishes with a delightfully spicy burn. Not too hot, but certainly not mild.

CIGAR CITY GUAYABERA CITRA PALE ALE (FLORIDA) - 5.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
The exclusive use of Citra hops in this beer creates a flavor that’s at once unique and recognizable, while its dry, 
crisp character and moderate alcohol make it as refreshing and functional as a crisp linen guayabera shirt.

BURIAL SURF WAX IPA (NORTH CAROLINA) - 6.8% -  1/2 POUR $3.75 / 16 OZ $6.50
Mosaic. Citra. Centennial. Columbus. Lots of barley. Touch of wheat. 
The sea swallows the sun. And who knows if it rises again. Vaya con dios.

WILD HEAVEN TROPICAL EMERGENCY DRINKING BEER (GEORGIA) - 4.0% - 1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16 OZ $5.00
Their most popular beer plus pineapple, mango, and passion fruit. EDB, a one-of-a-kind, light craft beer, 
combines with these juicy fruit notes to create a tropical spring seasonal while still tasting like beer.

CURRAHEE  BRUSH CREEK PLUM (ATHENS, GA) - 3.7% -  1/2 POUR $3.25 / 12 OZ $5.50
Currahee started with the most tart, traditional-style Berliner Weisse they’ve ever brewed, then balanced it out 
with the sweetness of red plum puree. Mild with a supremely refreshing zip, this is one lovely summer brew.

HONEST ABE LIMONCELLO CIDER (CALIFORNIA) - 7.0% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
Semi-sweet with light tartness, this fantastic cider is made with local honey and lemons. Deceptively strong, 
the limoncello blends the flavors of summer with a warming sensation perfect for brisk spring days.

TERRAPIN BREWING JAZZ CABBAGE (ATHENS, GA) - 6.0% -  1/2 POUR $3.25 / 16 OZ $5.50
Packing in a special strain of hemp flavors, this IPA will fill the room with aromas of the choicest 
sticky nugs. Brewed with three high-quality hops to complement the kind profile of this heady IPA.

HI-WIRE ROSÉ FRUIT ALE  (NORTH CAROLINA) - 4.6% -   1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
Sweet, tart, and refreshing, the Hi-Wire Rosé blends notes of grape and 
cranberry in this bright and spritzy ale. Inspired by a classic Rosé wine.

PRETORIA FIELDS BERRY GOSE (GEORGIA) - 4.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.75 / 16 OZ $6.50
They take Flowing Well, their traditional-style gose, and ferment it with heaps of 
organic blackberries and strawberries for a delicious tart, fruity flavor.

UPLAND BREWING TWO OF TARTS (INDIANA) - 4.5% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
Pouring bright, golden orange with a glowing translucent haze, this gose has the unmistakable 
flavor of mango and passion fruit and is slightly salty with notes of lemon and a crisp, dry finish.

AUSTIN EASTCIDERS BLOOD ORANGE  (TEXAS) - 5.0% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
Blend of Italian blood oranges and bittersweet heirloom apples to create a cider with a zesty twist. With 
just the right amount of sweet and citrus flavors, this Blood Orange Cider is sure to brighten your day.

UNTITLED ART SPRITZER WEISSE (WISCONSIN) - 6.0% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00 
A slightly stronger, kettle soured Berliner Weisse brewed in collaboration with J. Wakefield 
Brewing in Miami, FL. Tart and bubbly with a lightly sweet wheat malt backbone.



ANCHOR BREWERS PALE ALE (CALIFORNIA) - 5.3% -  1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16 OZ $5.00
A modern American Pale Ale with the fresh aromatics of an ever-changing blend of Anchor’s favorite hops for a bright, 
crisp, delicious go-to beer. This iteration contains Nelson Sauvin, imparting flavors of wine grapes and tropical fruit.

CARTON BREWING SCOOT SCOOT SCOOT (NEW JERSEY) - 7.0% -   1/2 POUR $4.25 / 10 OZ $7.50
A super fresh, strong pale ale brewed with flaked oats and 
single hopped with massive amounts of late addition Citra.

NEW REALM LIME OF THE PARTY (GEORGIA) - 4.0% -  1/2 POUR $3.25 / 16 OZ $5.50
This Key Lime Gose tastes like a slice (or two - we won’t tell!) of key lime pie complete with 
biscuity crust, creamy meringue and tangy key lime notes. Go ahead, drink dessert first.

NORTH 2 SOUTH CIDERWORKS FRESH (GEORGIA) - 6.0% -                              1/2 POUR $4.50 / 12 OZ $6.50
Lavender to stay calm, mint to keep cool. This cider is blooming with fresh herbal 
aromas, but drinks crisp, cool, and clear. It doesn’t get much fresher than this! 

MONDAY NIGHT SPACE LETTUCE (GEORGIA) - 8.8% -   1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
A luxuriously smooth double IPA brewed with a plethora of flaked wheat, Citra, Mosaic, Ekuanot, Simcoe, Mandarina 
Bavaria, and Columbus hops. MNB dry-hops this beer 3 separate times, resulting in a stratospheric hop experience. 

WILD HEAVEN GARDEN BEER (GEORGIA) - 6.0% -        1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
Belgian blonde ale with the perfect balance of yeast and malty flavor. Brewed with 
lemongrass, makrut lime leaves, and hibiscus from the Atlanta Botanical Gardens.

SOUTHERN BREWING LANIER LIFE *CASK* (ATHENS, GA) - 6.0% -  1/2 POUR $3.75 / 12 OZ $6.50
This Hazy IPA is loaded with El Dorado, Amarillo, Azacca, Ella, and Citra hops. Brewed 
in collaboration with Jax Bottle Shop near the beautiful shores of Lake Lanier.

AUSTIN EASTCIDERS BLOOD ORANGE (TEXAS) - 5.0% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
The Eastciders blended blood oranges from Italy with bittersweet heirloom apples to create a cider with a zesty twist. 
With just the right amount of sweet and citrus flavors, our Blood Orange Cider is sure to brighten your day.

HIGHLAND STARCHASER WHITE ALE (NORTH CAROLINA) - 4.8% -  1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16 OZ $5.00
Grapefruit peel, ginger, and coriander add a summer glow to this deftly layered 
white ale. Perfect for hot summer nights, starlit skies, and good company.

HIGHLAND OATMEAL PORTER (NORTH CAROLINA) - 5.9% -  1/2 POUR $3.00 / 12 OZ $5.00
A unique Highland creation, this robust beer is black in color, very malty with 
hints of chocolate-roasted flavor and a mild hop character without being heavy.

UINTA CROOKED LINE TEST PHAZE IPA (UTAH) - 6.5% - 1/2 POUR $4.25 / 12 OZ $7.50
This one-time release is a New England style Hazy IPA brewed with experimental hop HBC 692. This extremely 
aromatic hop exhibits grapefruit, floral, stone fruit, potpourri, woody, cream, pine, and resinous notes.

UNTITLED ART NARROW GAUGE HAZY IIPA (WISCONSIN) - 8.0% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
A juicy and tropical double New England IPA brewed with Nelson Sauvin 
hops. Collaboration with Narrow Gauge Brewing in Florissant, Missouri.

KÖSTRITZER SCHWARZBIER (GERMANY) - 4.8% - 1/2 POUR $3.75 / .5L $6.50
A mild lager turned pitch black with specialty roasted malts. Rich, fresh-baked bread flavor with a 
hint of molasses and coffee quickly eases into a light, clean, and supremely satisfying finish.

SOUTHERN BREWING CO. WANDERING WOODPILE #2 (ATHENS, GA) - 6.5% -   1/2 POUR $5.00 / 10 OZ $9.00
Golden sour blend aged in wine barrels for 10 months, then finished with mango and passionfruit. Big tropical fruit aromas 
on the nose. Stone fruit, citrus, passionfruit and mango notes on the palate lead into a refreshingly dry finish.

FONTA FLORA SOUTHERN SAISON (NORTH CAROLINA) - 5.2% - 1/2 POUR $3.25 / 12 OZ $5.50
Saison brewed with local barley, rye, wheat, and flaked oats fermented with their house Belgian yeast. Fresh, 
organic lemon zest and juice as well as black tea from Charleston Tea Plantation give it a delightful summery flavor.

WILD HEAVEN ESCHATON (GEORGIA) - 10.5% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
A one-of-a-kind, oaked, all-malt Quad rampant with dark fruit and pit fruit flavors as well as earthy spiciness. Vanilla, oak, 
and warm viniferous notes assert themselves as the beer warms to reveal additional layers of delicious complexity.

NEW BELGIUM COFFEE COCOA STOUT (COLORADO) - 8.8% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
This decadent Imperial Stout was brewed using locally roasted Coffee and sustainably sourced Cocoa. 
Each sip delivers a sense of cozy, quiet isolation. Pair with desserts, a crackling fire, and no place to go.

CATAWBA VALLEY FRIKI TIKI BLOOD ORANGE (NORTH CAROLINA) - 6.6% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
Seasonal fruit selections vary between batches of Friki Tiki to ensure optimal freshness, showcasing the tropical and citrus-
forward character of each IPA, always light in body and incredibly drinkable. This batch features blood orange.

CARTON BREWING G.O.R.P. IMPERIAL PORTER (NEW JERSEY) - 8.4% - 1/2 POUR $4.75 / 10 OZ $8.50
With G.O.R.P. beer, Carton evokes recollections of the fun and flavors of the trails by adding 
peanuts and chocolate to a robust porter base that is then fermented on black raisins



NEW BELGIUM UP NEXT PASSION FRUIT KÖLSCH (COLORADO) - 4.3% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
Passion Fruit Kölsch is a crushable, refreshing fruit-forward beer ready for fun in the sun. The bright tropical 
fruit notes refrain from overwhelming the crisp malts, only lending complexity and a mild sweetness.

3 TAVERNS SAPOROUS (GEORGIA) - 5.0% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
One of the most popular beers to emerge from the Sour Asylum Series, Saporous is a passion fruit, 
guava, and lactose sour ale. Bursting with fruit flavors with a smooth and creamy mouthfeel.

UNTITLED ART FUDGESICLE (WISCONSIN) - 12.0% - 1/2 POUR $4.25 / 12 OZ $7.50
Imperial stout brewed with Hershey’s syrup, Cholaca syrup, Dominican, Madagascan, and 
Guatamalan cacao nibs from Nashville based Olive Sinclair for an intense chocolatey flavor.

UINTA CROOKED LINE TEST PHAZE IPA (UTAH) - 6.5% - 1/2 POUR $4.25 / 12 OZ $7.50
This one-time release is a New England style Hazy IPA brewed with experimental hop HBC 692. This extremely 
aromatic hop exhibits grapefruit, floral, stone fruit, potpourri, woody, cream, pine, and resinous notes.

CREATURE COMFORTS RECLAIMED RYE (ATHENS, GA) - 5.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
A uniquely complex and flavorful amber ale. French oak and rye malt lend to a well-
rounded body with delicate undertones of toasted bread, spice, and subtle vanilla.

BELL’S OBERON AMERICAN WHEAT (MICHIGAN) - 5.8% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
Oberon is a wheat ale fermented with Bell’s signature house ale yeast, mixing a spicy hop character with mildly 
fruity aromas. The addition of wheat malt lends a smooth mouthfeel, making it a classic summer beer.

UNTITLED ART COCONUT MILK STOUT (WISCONSIN) - 8.5% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00 
A dangerously easy drinking milk stout with an assertive, but perfectly balanced milk 
chocolate and coconut flavor. Imagine a Mounds bar, only less sweet. Also it’s beer

ANDERSON VALLEY BRUT IPA (CALIFORNIA) - 6.5% -        1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
An extra dry, bubbly IPA fermented with champagne yeast. Pine resin and citrus 
hop aroma mingle with light bready malts and a pleasantly bitter finish.

MONDAY NIGHT SPECTRAL FOG HAZY IPA (GEORGIA) - 7.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
The first IPA to grace Monday Night Garage foeder features pilsner malt, oats, and wheat along with Mosaic and Simcoe 
hops. English yeast, massive dry hop additions, and no filtering result in a creamy mouthfeel and ghostly haze.

SOUTHERN BREWING CO. HOBNAIL *CASK* (ATHENS, GA) - 6.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.75 / 12 OZ $6.50
Hobnail IPA is bittered with Newport, Nugget, and Columbus hops for a piney and citrusy 
punch, then finished with Cascade and Motueka for an extra layer of citrus aroma and flavor.

D9 CONFECTIONER’S PISTACHIO GELATO IPA (NORTH CAROLINA) - 6.2% -   1/2 POUR $4.50 / 10 OZ $8.00
We’re all about weird beer at Trappeze, and D9 never disappoints. Mild hop and malt flavors match the enticing nutty 
sweetness of pistachios. Just like the snack, you’ll find youself having another, and another, and another, and another.

NORTH 2 SOUTH CIDERWORKS FUNK (GEORGIA) - 6.0% -                              1/2 POUR $3.75 / 12 OZ $6.50
A delicious, dry, hard apple cider dry-hopped for an extra floral, citrusy aroma. 
No intense sweetness or bitterness, just fantastic flavor and unbeatable drinkability!

NEW BELGIUM COFFEE COCOA STOUT (COLORADO) - 8.8% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
This decadent Imperial Stout was brewed using locally roasted Coffee and sustainably sourced Cocoa. 
Each sip delivers a sense of cozy, quiet isolation. Pair with desserts, a crackling fire, and no place to go.

WESTBROOK 7TH ANNIVERSARY STOUT (SOUTH CAROLINA) - 10.0% -  1/2 POUR $4.25 / 10 OZ $7.50
Imperial stout brewed with chocolate and sea salt. The savory hint of salt compliments
and accentuates the rich chocolate flavor to make a wonderfully unique stout.

TERRAPIN CHOPSECUTIONER (ATHENS, GA) - 5.0% -  1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16 OZ $5.00
A session version of their flagship brand Hopsecutioner aged on Mizuno bat chips. Bright 
copper in color with grapefruit, citrus, and papaya aromatics plus a subtle oak character.

UNTITLED ART SOUTH AFRICAN PILSNER (WISCONSIN) - 5.0% -  1/2 POUR $3.75 / 12 OZ $6.50
A complex and flavorful pilsner brewed in collaboration with Trve Brewing Company in Denver. Dry hopped with the 
South African hop varietal African Queen, which imparts strong citrus, stone fruit, black currant, and gooseberry notes.

HORUS AGED ALES HAZELNUT HARRIS (CALIFORNIA) - 13.0% -           6 OZ $12.00
A rich and delightful monster of an imperial stout brewed with Nano Challa Ethiopian Coffee 
and Hazelnuts. Currently one of the most rare and highly sought after beers in the United States.

HEAVEN & ALE HOP KUSH (TENNESSEE) - 7.0% -   1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
A big, juicy, hoppy beast of a New England style Hazy IPA.
Smooth malt texture loaded with citrusy, tropical hop flavor.

CREATURE COMFORTS GET ARTISTIC (ATHENS, GA) - 5.5% -   1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
Pale ale brewed with Nelson Sauvin and Hallertau Blanc hops, which both offer the flavor and aroma of white wine. 100% 
of the profits go to the Get Artistic fund, which aims to serve artists by offering various avenues of support.

HIGHLAND BLACK WATCH STOUT (NORTH CAROLINA) - 8.0% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
Black Watch Double Chocolate Milk Stout combines more than 100 pounds of cacao nibs with five malts, 
roasted barley, and flaked oats to create a rich, high-gravity ale reminiscent of brownie batter and marshmallows.



WILD HEAVEN ODE TO MERCY SPECIAL WINTER (GEORGIA) - 8.2% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
Eric’s classic imperial coffee brown ale with a special addition of Bulleit 
bourbon soaked oak chips! Notes of coffee, followed by a warm vanilla finish.

BURIAL SURF WAX IPA (NORTH CAROLINA) - 7.0% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
Made with Golden Promise and Crystal 120, this winter-styled IPA is packed with copious 

amounts of Nelson Sauvin and Columbus to provide a heady, dank bite.

OLD NATION BOSS TWEED (MICHIGAN) - 9.3% -  1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
An intense Double IPA from Old Nation’s New Orthodox series, Boss Tweed uses Magnum, Citra, Simcoe, 
Mosaic, and Azacca hops to bring delightful notes of pineapple and key lime into one big boss of a beer.

LAGUNITAS SUPER CLUSTER (CALIFORNIA) - 8.0% -  1/2 POUR $3.25 / 16 OZ $5.50
This out-of-this-world ale is a galactic blast from the glass, a Citra supernova in the sky, jettisoning 
lupulin lusciousness through the cosmos and across the universe of your palate.

CREATURE COMFORTS DOUBLE KOKO BUNI (ATHENS, GA) - 8.7% -  1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
Double Koko is an imperial milk porter with toasted coconut, cocoa nibs, and coffee. Similar to Koko Buni, this 
beer was made with 1000 Faces Coffee & cocoa nibs from both Condor Chocolates and Ethereal Confections.

ALESMITH OLD NUMBSKULL BARLEYWINE (CALIFORNIA) - 11.0% -   1/2 POUR $4.25 / 10 OZ $7.50
Caramel and toffee notes abound in this deep copper-colored American Barleywine-style ale alongside toasted malt and 
a hint of ripe dark fruits. Numbskull showcases malt sweetness, intense American hops, and an aggressive bitterness.

MONDAY NIGHT BREWING ALL Y’ALL PALE ALE (GEORGIA) - 4.9% -        1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
Welcome All Y’all to the party. This is a citrusy, tropical, easy drinking, low ABV pale ale is just 

hoppy enough for IPA lovers, but light enough to have two or three... or five. 

SOUTHERN BREWING CO. CHEROKEE ROSE (ATHENS, GA) - 5.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
A tasty Southern wheat beer brewed with wild yeast captured from the Georgia state flower. 
Mildly spicy with a banana pudding and melon character.

TERRAPIN RASPBERRY TRUFFLE WAKE-N-BAKE (ATHENS, GA) - 9.4% -   1/2 POUR $4.50 / 10 OZ $8.00
Brewed with pure liquid cacao, raspberry and coffee from Jittery Joe’s, this 
delectable Imperial Stout is a dessert lover’s dream come true.

SEMINAR BREWING PIXELS (SOUTH CAROLINA) - 7.2% -  1/2 POUR $4.00 / 16OZ $7.00
If Mario had a favorite beer, Pixels would be it. This New England Style IPA is juicy, hoppy, cloudy 
and delicious.  Super floral with hints of grapefruit and nectarine... what more could you ask for?

HOURGLASS BREWING SAISON DU SABLIER (FLORIDA) - 6.9% - 1/2 POUR $4.25 / 10 OZ $7.50 
Belgian yeast gives this beer a unique character familiar to Saison lovers, while Czech Saaz and 
German Huell Melon hops create a mixture of spicy, grassy, and fruity notes. 

WILD HEAVEN DIONYSUS CUVEE (GEORGIA) - 10.5% - 1/2 POUR $4.50 / 10 OZ $8.00 
An intense blend of barrel-aged wild ales made from a base of Wild Heaven’s Eschaton Quad. Oak and wine 
notes combine with a mild tartness and underlying sweetness to create a delicate yet big-flavored beer.

SOUTHERN BREWING CO. HARDCORE SCIENCE (ATHENS, GA) - 5.4% - 1/2 POUR $4.25 / 12 OZ $7.50
A hazy, juicy sour wheat ale with a copious amount of raspberries and blueberries. Originally created 
by Kensons Artisan Ales, this beer won crowd favorite at the 2018 Athens Homebrew Classic.

CREATURE COMFORTS CLASSIC CITY LAGER (ATHENS, GA) - 4.2% -  1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16 OZ $5.00
Do you like beer? Us too! This one is brewed for everyone and any occasion, with
crisp malts, sublte hops, and enough alcohol to provide inspiration! Tastes just like beer.

MERCIER ORCHARDS ADELE’S CHOICE (GEORGIA) - 4.8% -                              1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16 OZ $5.00
A crisp dry traditional cider, lightly tart, made from the first 
apple harvested. Named for their founder, Adele Mercier.

DELIRIUM RED (BELGIUM) - 8.5% -          25 CL $8.00
Cherries, cherries, and more cherries. Medium bodied, aromatic, and slightly tart.
Hides that 8.5% very well. Pairs perfectly with chocolate, so order dessert already.

BOULEVARD JAM BAND (MISSOURI) - 5.9% -                              1/2 POUR $3.75 / 16 OZ $6.50
Rhythmic grooves of blueberry, raspberry, and tart cherry accompany a simple 
malt base to create an easy-drinking, all-season beer worthy of an encore. 

AKADEMIA NITRO EXTRA CREDIT (ATHENS, GA) - 5% -                         1/2 POUR $3.75 / 16 OZ $6.50
A great version of the Extra Special Bitter, with the addition of Sorghum in the 
malt bill and carbonated with nitrogen. Malt forward but easy drinking.  

SOUTHERN BREWING CO. DAIRY GODMOTHER (ATHENS, GA) - 6.8% -  1/2 POUR $3.25 / 12 OZ $5.50
A unique and well balanced milk stout featuring intense dark chocolate 
and roasted malt flavor with a creamy finish.

TERRAPIN BEYOND THE GALAXY (ATHENS, GA) - 6.3% -        1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16OZ $6.00
Beyond the Galaxy single hop IPA is light years ahead of its time. Brewed with a mass of Galaxy 

hops for stellar flavor and aroma, this intergalactic IPA will take you on a voyage where no man has gone before.

FONTA FLORA SCOOP THE CORE (NORTH CAROLINA) - 6% - 1/2 POUR $4.25 / 25 CL $7.50 
Using a clean and crisp house saison yeast blend and injected into the fermenter with 300 gallons of fresh 
pressed local apple cider, this quenchable and crushable fruit beer is the perfect cider hybrid.



BELL’S WEDDING ALE (MICHIGAN) - 7.5% - 1/2 POUR $3.00 / 12 OZ $5.00
A subtle blend of orange peel & coriander enhance the aromatic profile of this golden ale. A light touch of European hops 
round out the beer, while a generous addition of honey adds a dry complexity rather than sweetness.

SOUTHERN TIER NITRO S’MORES STOUT (NEW YORK) - 10.0% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 10 OZ $6.00
Nitro S’mores Imperial Milk Stout offers cascading, creamy richness with notes of 
rich chocolate, marshmallow, graham cracker and a touch of Himalayan sea salt.

ALLAGASH WHITE (MAINE) - 5% -   1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
Grapefruit peel, ginger, and coriander add a summer glow to this deftly
layered white ale. Perfectly refreshing for these hot summer days in Athens!

FOUNDERS NITRO OATMEAL STOUT (MICHIGAN) - 4.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
A Founders take on a classic style brewed with a generous amount of flaked oats, chocolate malt, roasted barley and a 
healthy helping of Nugget hops. Oatmeal Stout is nitrogen-infused to give it an extra smooth and creamy mouthfeel.

ALVARADO ST. MOTOR OIL NO. 4 IMPERIAL STOUT (CALIFORNIA) - 11.5% -           25 CL $9.00
An incredibly decadent, rich & roasty Imperial Stout treated with 
roasted hazelnuts, vanilla, and dark roasted coffee from Vertigo Roasters.

BELL’S TWO HEARTED IPA (MICHIGAN) - 7.0% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
Brewed with 100% Centennial hops and named for the Two Hearted River in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula, this IPA is 
bursting with pine and grapefruit hop aroma from massive hop additions in both the kettle and the fermenter.

HEAVEN & ALE JUICE BUCKETS (TENNESSEE) - 7.0% -   1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
This hazy juice bomb hasn’t forgotten that it’s an IPA. A soft, juicy bitterness featuring 
loads of tropical fruits sits high atop a soft, pillowy body. Drink your juice, Shelby.

CREATURE COMFORTS GALACTIC SPACE CIRCUS (ATHENS, GA) - 6.6% -   1/2 POUR $4.25 / 12 OZ $7.50
Galactic Space Circus is a hazy single hop IPA made with Galaxy hops. They’ve added 
lactose sugar and a hefty portion of oats to give the beer an extra creamy mouthfeel.

3 TAVERNS MAURY MABLE’S IRISH STOUT (GEORGIA) - 4.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.75 / 16 OZ $6.50
A perfect Irish Stout, matching rich malty flavor with a smooth and mild body. Only a few kegs of 
this stout were released outside of the brewery and we were lucky enough to get our hands on one.

TERRAPIN HIMALAYAN PINK SEA SALT LIME GOSE (ATHENS, GA) - 4.5% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / 10 OZ $6.00
This Gose is made with mineral-rich Himalayan Pink Sea Salt and has 
flavors of fresh squeezed Makrut Limes and subtle hints of Coriander. 

HI-WIRE 10W-40 (NORTH CAROLINA) - 8% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
Imperial Stout brewed with tons of vanilla, chocolate, and coffee. Heaps of silky smooth
body and delicious, decadent vanilla and chocolate flavors dominate. Adult Yoo-Hoo.

TERRAPIN SALTED CARAMEL IMPERIAL MOO-HOO (ATHENS, GA) - 8% -  1/2 POUR $4.25 / 10 OZ $7.50
Like a candy dish filled with one of your favorite treats. Salty sweet caramel flavors 
are balanced perfectly with dark chocolate notes and a silky smooth mouthfeel.

TERRAPIN MOO-HOO (ATHENS, GA) - 6% -  1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16 OZ $5.00
Brewed with chocolate, lactose, and loads of roasted barley, Terrapin’s chocolate
milk stout is deliciously complex yet entirely sessionable. Vanilla hints in the finish.

SOUTHERN BREWING CO. MIDNIGHT TRAIN (ATHENS, GA) - 6% -  1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16 OZ $5.00
A Southern Porter, rich and roasty with notes of coffee and chocolate. Subtle hints
of fruity English yeast. Perfect for cool nights and warm days.

SCHNEIDER BROTZEIT BIER (GERMANY) - 4.4% -                                                            1/2 POUR $3.25 / 12 OZ $5.50
Bavarian All-Day Breakfast Bier. Very slightly sour & refreshing low alcohol 
brew made with sour-dough yeast. 50% rye malt, 33% Barley malt, 20% Vienna Malt. 

MONDAY NIGHT BREWING SPACE LETTUCE (GEORGIA) - 8.1% -    1/2 POUR $3.25 / 12 OZ $5.50
Space Lettuce is a luxuriously smooth double IPA, brewed with a plethora of flaked wheat. 
We dry hop this beer 3 separate times, resulting in a stratospheric hop experience.

PRAIRIE ARTISAN ALES HULK HANDS (OKLAHOMA) - 5.4% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
This gose  is dry-hopped with Falconer’s Flight and Cascade, balancing citrusy aroma
with beautifully tart, funky flavor.

CENTRAL STATE GARDEN (INDIANA) - 3.6% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
Gose brewed in the traditional Leipzeig style, with the subtle additions of lemon peel and a
touch of Cascade hops (but not a lot). Drinks kind and funky, very bright and refreshing.

SOUTHERN BREWING CO. MAUI (ATHENS, GA) - 8.3% -  1/2 POUR $3.00 / 12 OZ $5.00
A New Zealand Double IPA made with Sticklebract, Columbus, Dr Rudi, and Mandarina Bavaria Hops, 
then dry hopped with 6 different hops to provide a tropical orange and west coast resin aroma.

TERRAPIN LOS BRAVOS (ATHENS, GA) - 4.8% -  1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16 OZ $5.00
Mexican-style lager concocted at the ATL Brew Lab in the new Braves 
stadium. A nice, light, crisp beer brewed for drinkin’, not for thinkin’.



STONE BREWING TROPIC OF THUNDER LAGER (CALIFORNIA) - 5.8% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
Mainstays Citra and Mosaic, along with newcomer Cashmere hops are joined by their juicy tropical aromas 
of citrus, pineapple, and coconut. Kick back and revel in your moment of tropical island lagoon serenity.

TERRAPIN BREWING SEÑOR KRUNKLES (ATHENS, GA) - 6.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.25 / 16 OZ $5.50
The legend of Krunkles is alive and well as we follow his time spent south of the border. Subtropical flavors 
of prickly pear and agave nectar complement a soft, juicy hoppiness in the newest ode to the traveling brewer.

CREATURE COMFORTS ATHENA PARADISO (ATHENS, GA) - 4.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.25 / 12 OZ $5.50
A refreshing, gently tart, German-Style wheat beer. Amazingly light and drinkable 
with sauvignon blanc notes. Tart cherry, raspberry, and cranberry added.

PRETORIA FIELDS BERRY GOSE (GEORGIA) - 4.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.75 / 16 OZ $6.50
They take Flowing Well, their traditional-style gose, and ferment it with heaps of 
organic blackberries and strawberries for a delicious tart, fruity flavor.

UNTITLED ART MARIONBERRY WEISSE (WISCONSIN) - 4.5% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00 
Brewed in collaboration with Barrel Theory in St. Paul, MN, this Berliner Weisse is 
kettle soured with marionberry  and raspberry for a fresh, lightly tart fruit flavor.

ALLAGASH WHITE (MAINE) - 5% -   1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
Grapefruit peel, ginger, and coriander add a summer glow to this deftly
layered white ale. Perfectly refreshing for these hot summer days in Athens!

MONDAY NIGHT BREWING ALL Y’ALL PALE ALE (GEORGIA) - 4.9% -        1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16OZ $6.00
Welcome All Y’all to the party. This is a citrusy, tropical, easy drinking, low ABV pale ale just 
hoppy enough for IPA lovers, but light enough to have two or three... or five.

MONDAY NIGHT BLOOD ORANGE BLIND PIRATE (GEORGIA) - 7.4% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
This delicious hop-bomb of an IPA is brewed with fresh blood orange for an extra-citrusy bite. 
Juicy and deceptively strong, it’s the perfect IPA for sipping in the Georgia springtime.

SEMINAR PIXELS HAZY IPA (SOUTH CAROLINA) - 7.2% -  1/2 POUR $4.00 / 16 OZ $7.00
New England Style IPA - Juicy, hoppy and cloudy, just like it should be! All the ripe flavors 
of orange, grapefruit, guava, and mango without using a single fruit. Outstanding.

OLOGY DOUBLE PASSIONFRUIT GOSE (FLORIDA) - 6.5% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 10 OZ $7.00 
Leipziger-style Gose brewed with an absurd amount of Passionfruit. Assertively tart, and bursting 
with tropical fruit flavor, this is the perfect summer beer for the more adventurous drinkers.

BURIAL A MANIFESTATION OF TIME (NORTH CAROLINA) - 5.5% -           25 CL $6.00
50/50 blend of Vienna and Pilsner malts lagered in stainless steel then aged for 3 weeks in an 
oak foedre. Dry and malty with notes of toasted bread, molasses, oak and black tea.

UNIBROUE LA FIN DU MONDE (CANADA) - 9.0% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
The end of the world. The excellence of triple fermentation through a blend of special 
yeasts gives this malt beverage an exquisitely robust flavor with exceptional refinement.

OLOGY DOUBLE DRY HOPPED SENSORY OVERLOAD (FLORIDA) - 6.5% -  1/2 POUR $4.25 / 10 OZ $7.50
Sensory Overload doesn’t let bitterness get in the way as senses go into overdrive trying to keep up with the 
juicy citrus and tropical fruit flavors extracted from the hops. Double dry hopped with loads of Rakau hops.

PRETORIA FIELDS RYE CHARLES (GEORGIA) - 6.0% -  1/2 POUR $3.75 / 16 OZ $6.50
Heirloom rye produces notes of citrus in addition to the nutty and spicy character you would expect from rye. Apricot and 
peach notes from the hops compliment the subtle spice of the malt to create a balanced IPA inspired by the South.

LAGUNITAS THE WALDOS’ SPECIAL ALE (CALIFORNIA) - 11.7% -  1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
The dankest and hoppiest beer ever brewed at Lagunitas made with the help of the Waldos treasure hunters. 
Rich malt body with maximum bitterness to balance, and hop flavor & aroma that just won’t quit.

WILD LEAP ALPHA ABTRACTION VOL. 7 (GEORGIA) - 8% - 1/2 POUR $4.25 / 10 OZ $7.50
The seventh edition of the Alpha Abstraction series, Volume 7 is a juicy, double dry-hopped IPA with Barbe 
Rouge hops. Rich oat malts and succulent stone fruit hop flavor make this a unique and delicious double IPA.

FINBACK FAT PEACH (NEW YORK) - 7.6% -           25 CL $9.00
A delicious and wonderfully weird New England IPA brewed with peach, sticky rice, and lactose, then 
dry hopped with Falconer’s Flight, Citra, and Mosaic. Brewed in collaboration with Interboro Spirits & Ales.

TERRAPIN GOLDEN ALE (ATHENS, GA) - 4.6% - 1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16 OZ $5.00
The brand new recipe for classic Golden Ale. Smooth, mild, and delicious 
with lighter malt sweetness and a subtle but exciting hop aroma.

GATE CITY COPPERHEAD AMBER ALE (GEORGIA) - 5.2% -  1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16 OZ $5.00
Copperhead is a wonderfully balanced and visually arresting beer. This American 
amber hybrid pairs a nice malt body with the perfect amount of Northwest hops.

SAVANNAH RIVER WIRED DYNAMITE COFFEE BROWN ALE (GEORGIA) - 6.0% -  1/2 POUR $3.00 / 12 OZ $5.00
Dynamite Brown Ale infused with Nicaraguan Selva beans from Buona Caffe in Augusta, Georgia. 
Mild chocolate and earthy notes, and a nice jolt from the caffeine to get your morning started off right!

BELL’S SONG OF MYSELF IPA (MICHIGAN) - 6.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.25 / 12 OZ $5.50
This the first of 7 beers celebrating a literary classic and one of our favorites, Leaves of Grass by Walt Whitman. Brewed to the 
season, this IPA is made with 100% German malt and hops, putting a European twist on a classic American style.



2018 FOUNDERS KENTUCKY BREAKFAST STOUT (MICHIGAN) - 12.3% -           25 CL $9.00
This strong stout is brewed with a hint of coffee and vanilla then aged in 
oak bourbon barrels. A bit of backwoods pleasure without the banjo.

CREATURE COMFORTS COSMIK DEBRIS DOUBLE IPA (ATHENS, GA) - 8.0% -  1/2 POUR $3.75 / 12 OZ $6.50
A vibrant, light in color, Double IPA with a relatively dry flavor and assertive hop aroma. Intense aromas of pineapple, melon, 
and lime zest, lead to a soft palate featuring a carefully struck balance between firm bitterness and malt.

CREATURE COMFORTS DUENDE DOUBLE IPA (ATHENS, GA) - 8.0% -  1/2 POUR $4.25 / 12 OZ $7.50
This beer is elegant for a Double IPA which leads to surprisingly easy drinkability. First impressions are a bright almost citrusy 
pine note that quickly switches gears to huge fruit notes: orange, grapefruit, apricot, and tangerine.

ALVARADO ST. SIGNIFICANT OTTER IPA (CALIFORNIA) - 7.0% -   1/2 POUR $4.50 / 10 OZ $8.00
Juicy IPA with 100% Citra hops and a grip of oats and wheat in the grist to provide a pillowy softness. 15% of the 
proceeds from this beer are donated to the Elkhorn Slough Foundation as part of our 1% for the Planet initiative.

ALVARADO ST. STEALTH MISSION IPA (CALIFORNIA) - 7.0% -   1/2 POUR $4.50 / 10 OZ $8.00
West Coast IPA with all the citrus & tropical notes you can handle from an arsenal of Mosaic, 
El Dorado & Simcoe hops. Finishes dry with a moderate bitterness; it’s like, waaaay drinkable.

ALVARADO ST. CONTAINS NO JUICE DOUBLE IPA (CALIFORNIA) - 8.5% -   1/2 POUR $5.00 / 10 OZ $9.00
Leading with Mosaic & Citra for a tropical onslaught in the nose & palate, bitterness is 
restrained with a heavenly mouthfeel from the addition of malted & flaked oats.

ACE SPACE BLOOD ORANGE CIDER (CALIFORNIA) - 6.9% -                              1/2 POUR $3.25 / 16 OZ $5.50
Ace cider brewed with the addition of blood orange juice for a slightly sweet, fruity punch. Brewed in honor 
of Ace’s founder’s wife, who played Brea Tonnika in the cantina scene of the original Star Wars.

CIGAR CITY TAMPA-STYLE LAGER (FLORIDA) - 4.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
A fine, crisp lager made with German malted barley, Hallertauer 
hops, and Bavarian lager yeast. Beer made for drinkin’!

FIREWATER SERGEANT STOUT (GEORGIA) - 9.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.75 / 12 OZ $6.50
Sweet coffee stout brewed with vanilla and cocoa nibs and 
coffee from the local roasters at Slow Wave Coffee in Atlanta.

ANDERSON VALLEY NITRO CERVEZA CREMA (CALIFORNIA) - 5.6% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
A silky, creamy dream. Malty, very mildly hopped, and lightly sweet, with nitrogen, 
and delicate hint of spice for that oh-so-drinkable, extra velvety flavor.

LAGUNITAS WILLETTIZED COFFEE STOUT (CALIFORNIA) - 12.9% -   1/2 POUR $5.00 / 10 OZ $9.00
Lagunitas got their hands on bourbon and rye barrels from their friends at the Willett Distillery, so they put their 
imperial coffee stout in them. It’s a chocolatey, coffee-y, smoky, Bourbon-y beast of a barrel-aged thing. Word.

BROOKLYN BREWING STONEWALL INN IPA  (NEW YORK) - 4.8% - 1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16 OZ $5.00 
Citra-hopped session IPA featuring a hint of grapefruit and citrus peel on the nose, with a crisp, mellow finish. Brewed with 
The Stonewall Inn to celebrate their decades of activism towards supporting and advancing LGBTQ communities.

PRETORIA FIELDS SHOALIE IPA  (GEORGIA) - 6.0% - 1/2 POUR $3.75 / 16 OZ $6.50 
Straw to pale colored, aromatic IPA with tropical notes including 
melon and stone fruits imparted by Huell Melon and El Dorado hops.

UNTITLED ART DOUBLE DRY-HOPPED JUICY IPA (WISCONSIN) - 7.0% -  1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
Collaboration with Mikerphone Brewing in Illinois. Rich smoothness of oats in the malt body 
with the distinct hop flavor of freshly squeezed orange juice. Part of a balanced breakfast!

AUSTIN EASTCIDERS ORIGINAL DRY CIDER (TEXAS) - 5.0% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
A crisp, smooth, dry craft cider made with European bittersweet apples and American 
dessert apples. Clean, refreshing, and thirst-quenching for those hotter Southern days.

VIKING ALCHEMIST MANGATA MEAD (GEORGIA) - 11.0% -             5 OZ $7.00
A traditional, uncarbonated honey wine brewed with hand-picked blueberries.  
Deep purple in color with a semi-sweet berry flavor and s lightly tart kick to finish. 

DOGFISH HEAD SUPEREIGHT (DELAWARE) - 5.3% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
This sessionable super gose is brewed with eight heroic ingredients: prickly pear, mango, boysenberry, 
blackberry, raspberry, elderberry, kiwi juices, toasted quinoa and an ample addition of red Hawaiian sea salt!

SOUTHERN BREWING CO. WANDERING WOODPILE #1 (ATHENS, GA) - 6.5% -   1/2 POUR $5.00 / 10 OZ $9.00
This small batch golden sour was aged for 12 months in wine barrels then dry hopped with Comet. 
Notes of pineapple and stone fruit support flavors of white wine with subtle hints of vanilla.

PRETORIA FIELDS FLOWING WELL GOSE (GEORGIA) - 4.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.75 / 12 OZ $6.50
This traditional German beer style is a refreshing and mildly tart session ale. Toasted coriander seeds 
contribute a slight spice note and its mineral-like character comes from the addition of sea salt!

STEADY HAND GEORGIA FARMHOUSE ALE (GEORGIA) - 6.25% - 1/2 POUR $3.25 / 12 OZ $5.50
Steady Hand’s take on the traditional Belgian-style farmhouse ale, brewed with organic grits. Rustic with 
a refreshing complexity, it encapsulates that perfect saison yeast flavor and adds a delightful Southern twist.



OCTOPI BREWING DACHS WISCONSIN LAGER (WISCONSIN) - 4.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16 OZ $5.00
A simple, mild, and supremely crushable lager made from 100% 2 row malted barley.
Clean, pure flavor for a refreshing drink without all the bells and whistles.

HIGHLAND WANDERLUSH IPA  (NORTH CAROLINA) - 5.6% - 1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16 OZ $5.00 
Lush with notes of lemon and melon, this hazy, mellow 

IPA is the perfect companion for summer wanderings.

TERRAPIN WATERMELON GOSE (ATHENS, GA) - 4.3% - 1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16OZ $5.00
Terrapin’s first Gose, this beer is kettle soured with Lactobacillus for a tart, but refreshing beer. Watermelon 
aroma and flavor is complemented with a distinct lactic tartness and saltiness that is true to style.

CURRAHEE BREWING BLUTBERG (NORTH CAROLINA) - 4.4% -           25 CL $5.00
Named after the tallest mountain in GA, Blood Mountain (or Blutberg in German) is a Belgian/German hybrid. 
Tartness from kettle souring melds with dark fruit notes from Belgian Candi syrup added during fermentation.

BLOCK 15 THE PROPHECIES (OREGON) - 10.25% - 1/2 POUR $4.50 / 12 OZ $8.00 
A complex sipper with notes of dark fruits, cocoa, rum, and caramel with a warming, balanced finished. This rare 
treat cannot usually be found in Georgia, but special effort was made to spread the love to Southern craft beer fans.

GREEN BENCH SUNSHINE CITY (FLORIDA) - 6.8% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
Packed with hop flavor and aroma, they double dry hop this beer with equal parts of Mosaic, Citra and Azacca, 
for an intensely tropical profile reminiscent of tangerine, nectar, papaya, peach, kiwi, and pineapple.

WILD HEAVEN GOODVICE IMPERIAL IPA (GEORGIA) - 8.5% -  1/2 POUR $4.25 / 10 OZ $7.50
Goodvice is bursting with tropical fruits and big piney earth hop goodness. Brewed with Lupulin powder and nearly 8 pounds 
of hops per barrel, it is a hophead’s dream and a showcase for this delicious and noble ingredient.

CREATURE COMFORTS PINEAPPLE LEMON TRITONIA (ATHENS, GA) - 4.5% - 1/2 POUR $3.25 / 12 OZ $5.50
This special release is a gose, a sour wheat beer traditionally brewed with salt and coriander. 
Creature adds pineapple and lemon to their tart masterpiece for a ceaselessly refreshing brew.

DOGFISH HEAD SEAQUENCH ALE (DELAWARE) - 4.9% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
SeaQuench Ale is our session sour quencher made with lime peel, black lime and sea salt. 

It’s a citrusy-tart union of three German styles of beer blissfully brewed into one.

LIC BEER PROJECT SAMO IPA (NEW YORK) - 7.0% - 1/2 POUR $5.00 / 10 OZ $9.00 
Samo features the remarkable complexities of four celebrated American hops: Cascade, Centennial, Citra, and 
Simcoe. Hazy and pale orange in appearance, Samo erupts with citrus, mango, and dank pine aromatics.

NEW BELGIUM LA FOLIE (COLORADO) - 7.0% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00 
La Folie, French for “the folly,” is steeped in New Belgium brewing tradition. This wood-aged, sour brown spends one to three 
years in big oak vats known as foeders. La Folie is sharp and sour, with green apple, cherry, and plum-skin notes.

ALVARADO ST. CONTINENTAL DRIFT PILSNER (CALIFORNIA) - 5.5% -  1/2 POUR $5.00 / 12 OZ $9.00
A collaboration with Creature Comforts, they started with a classic German Pils recipe, mimicked the soft, Georgia water 
profile, and combined house lager yeasts that play beautifully among a delicate balance of Mosaic & Saphir hops.

CURRAHEE SILER BROWN ALE (NORTH CAROLINA) - 4.8% -  1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16 OZ $5.00
An easy drinking English brown ale made with British malts and Fuller’s house yeast.

Flavors of caramel, toffee, and fresh-baked bread mingle with a mild hop finish.

TERRAPIN ON DECK IPA  (ATHENS, GA) - 6.5% - 1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16 OZ $5.00 
Simcoe, Citra, Amarillo and Galaxy hops provide tropical, grapefruit, 

and pine aromatics balanced by pale and caramel malt sweetness.

NEW REALM HAZY LIKE A FOX (GEORGIA) - 6.4% -  1/2 POUR $3.75 / 16 OZ $6.50
New Realm’s first Hazy IPA brewed with a blend of pale malt, oats, wheat, flaked barley and lactose. Pineapple and tangerine 
hop aromatics dance together in the nose, while its taste is very soft with a juicy orange and tangerine finish.

WILD HEAVEN CITRUS EMERGENCY DRINKING BEER (GEORGIA) - 4.0% - 1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16OZ $5.00
A take on classic EDB featuring lime juice, as well as white and ruby red grapefruit juice. Balanced fruit 
sweetness and superb drinkability finishes with a touch of tartness that just leaves you wanting more.

HIGHLAND SLOW CRUSH TART SPRITZ ALE (NORTH CAROLINA) - 5.0% -  1/2 POUR $2.50 / 12 OZ $4.00
Crisp tartness and a blend of spirited botanicals make this beer a libation for any occasion. Inspired by the 
incredibly popular cocktail Aperol Spritz, Slow Crush features all-natural ingredients that mirror the Italian aperitif.

D9 PINCH OF SALT GOSE (NORTH CAROLINA) - 4.5% -        1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
A lovely, mild gose brewed with Lemon and Chiffon. The light citrus flavor and 
creaminess of Chiffon give this beer the effect of a perfectly baked lemon macaron.

MONDAY NIGHT BREWING LUNDI IPA (GEORGIA) - 7.1% -  1/2 POUR $3.75 / 16 OZ $6.50
Lundi is a remarkably smooth and approachable IPA. A dangerously drinkable 7.1% ABV crusher, 
Lundi abounds with citrus and pine notes thanks to Mosiac, Simcoe and El Dorado hops.



AKADEMIA IQ IPA (ATHENS, GA) - 6% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
A combination of Citra and Simcoe hops gives this IPA a burst of tropical citrus flavor.
The dry-hopping with Huell Melon gives it a hint of honeydew and faint berry notes.

MCCHOUFFE (BELGIUM) - 8% -                                                                          1/2 POUR $3.25 / 12 OZ $5.50
This Belgian Strong Dark Ale is a true classic. Rasins, prunes, plums, dates 
and figs adorn this Belgian masterpiece. Complexity increases as it warms. 

LEFT HAND NITRO WAKE UP DEAD (COLORADO) - 10.2% -  1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
Bursting with rich and intense coffee and dark chocolate flavor with hints of smoky 
peat and deep roasted malt. Black as midnight with hints of licorice and dark fruits.

BROOKLYN WINTER LAGER (NEW YORK) - 5.6% -                     1/2 POUR $3.75 / 16 OZ $6.50
American black barley adds just a hint of roasted coffee. A light dry hopping of American 
and German hops complete the dry, warming finish. A darker lager, perfect for whenever!

BELL’S EXPEDITION STOUT (MICHIGAN) - 10.5% -  1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
Black as midnight with a tan head. This decadent treat is packed with flavors 
of dark chocolate, espresso, molasses, sweet malts and a smooth bourbon finish.

WILD HEAVEN WISE BLOOD IPA (GEORGIA) - 6.2% -    1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
Bursting with lush tropical fruit flavors and hints of apricot, melon and bright, sweet orange.
Starts with a vibrant hop aroma and finishes dry and clean with lingering notes of pine and citrus.

CREATURE COMFORTS/BURIAL ARCANE THOUGHTS (ATHENS, GA) - 8.2% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00 
Collaboration with Burial Beer Co. All local malt from GA & NC. 
Hopped with Simcoe, Mosaic, Nugget & Columbus.

UNE ANNÉE HUBBARD’S CAVE COFFEE AND CAKES (ILLINOIS) - 12.5% -             8 OZ $7.50
This massive imperial stout is brewed with coffee and maple syrup 
for a sweet, roasty, and delicious treat. Just in time for brunch.

LEFT HAND NITRO MILK STOUT (COLORADO) - 6% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
Smooth as silk with roasted chocolate notes. Hints of fresh toasted nuts with soft
herbal hops. Nitrogenated for an extra creamy mouthfeel. A spectacular stout.

BURIAL SURF WAX (NORTH CAROLINA) - 6.8% -    1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
An incredibly well executed IPA with tons of pine and tropical 
fruit flavor. Available for the first time in Georgia. Surf’s up!

MAINE BEER COMPANY WOODS AND WATERS (MAINE) - 6.2% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 25 CL $7.00 
Brewed to commemorate the Katahdin Woods and Waters National Monument. IPA fearturing
Maine-grown barley and wheat and plenty of hops with flavors and aromas of pine and citrus.

TERRAPIN TOUCH OF GRISETTE (ATHENS, GA) - 4.2% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
Dry hopped with Azacca, this classic Farmhouse style ale features wheat 
and spelt for a soft biscuity malt profile. Slightly tart and spicy finish.

CREATURE COMFORTS CLASSIC CITY LAGER (ATHENS, GA) - 4.2% -  1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16 OZ $5.00
Do you like beer? Us too! This one is brewed for everyone and any occasion, with
crisp malts, sublte hops, and enough alcohol to provide inspiration! Tastes just like beer.

AKADEMIA HADES’ HOUNDS HUNKER DOWN BROWN (ATHENS, GA) - 5% - 1/2 POUR $3.75 / 16 OZ $6.50
Six different specialty malts combined with flaked oats give this brown ale a rich, 
silky mouthfeel and a robust malt body. Honey malt adds just enough sweetness.

CREATURE COMFORTS AUTOMATIC PALE ALE (ATHENS, GA) - 5.2% - 1/2 POUR $3.25 / 16 OZ $5.50
Creature’s refreshing, thirst-quenching pale ale. With its earthy, passionfruit aroma
and clean, balanced bitterness this beer is perfect any day. Dry as a bone. Excellent.

FIREWATER BREWING LIFE CHANGER IPA (GEORGIA) - 7.5% -                              1/2 POUR $3.25 / 12 OZ $5.50
It’s a hazy, citrusy, juicy, New England IPA that is so good it 
will change your life. Brand new out of Kennesaw Georgia.

BURIAL SHADOWCLOCK PILSNER (NORTH CAROLINA) - 5.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
Made with German barley and American corn, this brewer’s prize is dry-hopped with
Sterling and Tettnanger hops. Starts floral, ends grainy. Stays excellent. Tick-tock...

FONTA FLORA DIP ON THE DOUGH (NC) - 2.8% -                                    1/2 POUR $3.75 / 12 OZ $6.50
A dry hopped kvass beer brewed with rye bread, lemon zest and caraway 
seed. Their preffered lager strain leaves it super clean and crisp. 

FONTA FLORA DARWIN’S FOREHEAD (NORTH CAROLINA) - 5.9% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 10 OZ $7.00 
Local two row barley and the finest chocolate and caramel malts lend a touch of residual sweetness and 
a luxurious mouthfeel. Blended with North Carolina sea salt from the Outter Banks Sea Salt Company.

CREATURE COMFORTS CONTEXT AND MEMORY (ATHENS, GA) - 5.5% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00 
Context & Memory is made with Mosaic, Citra, & Galaxy hops. The name is derived from a quote from the 
late Anthony Bourdain - “Context and memory play powerful roles in all the truly great meals in one’s life.”



AKADEMIA HOPRODISIAC (ATHENS, GA) - 7.8% -                                     1/2 POUR $3.75 / 10 OZ $6.50
A double IPA dry-hopped with Citra and Mosaic hops. Bursting with orange, 
grapefruit, pineapple and papaya flavors. Perfect for juicy IPA lovers.

FONTA FLORA HOP BEARD MOUNTAIN MAN IPA (NC) - 6.9% -                1/2 POUR $3.75 / 10 OZ $6.50
Their flagship IPA featuring local barley and flaked oats. Intensely hopped 
with Simcoe, Citra, Amarillo, and Ctz. Beautiful clarity, finishes dry.

TERRAPIN SO FRESH AND SO GREEN GREEN (ATHENS, GA) - 6.6% -              1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
Brewed with fresh off the vine Glacier hops from Michigan and dripping with 
sticky hop resin start to finish. Solid malt backbone with light nutty roastiness.

VICTORY KIRSCH GOSE (PENNSYLVANIA) - 4.7% - 1/2 POUR $2.75 / 16 OZ $4.50
This new twist on an old-world German brewing process excites your senses 
with the sharp and sweet burst of fresh cherries. Effervescent and sublime.

MYSTIC SAISON RENAUD (MASSACHUSETTS) - 6.5% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / 25 CL $6.00
A modern take on the traditional farmhouse ale. Made with just pilsner malt and Saaz hops and 
house yeast. A clean and crisp body, spicy and fruity esters, and a slight earthy bitterness.. 

DRAAI LAAG TAFELBIER (PENNSYLVANIA) - 5.6% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 10 OZ $7.00
A delicous table beer with a touch of Brettanomyces funk, this 
tasty belgian style is an earthy, tart and fruit-forward rendition.

BELL’S SPECIAL DOUBLE CREAM STOUT *CASK* (MICHIGAN) - 7.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
Dark roasted malts collide with milky creaminess and results in this delicious 
sweet stout. hints of chocolate and coffee woven in. No rough edges. tasty.

TERRAPIN LUAU KRUNKLES (ATHENS, GA) - 6.5% - 1/2 POUR $2.75 / 16 OZ $4.50
Jam-packed with tropical flavors of passionfruit, orange and guava,
this “Hawaiian IPA” is brewed to accompany you to your next luau.

UNE ANNÉE LE SEUL IX (ILLINOIS) - 6.5% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / 25 CL $6.00
An american wild ale fermented with strawberries. Earthy brett character blends with 
moderate acidity and delicate strawberry flavor for a pleasant pucker on the palate.

CROOKED STAVE SOUR ROSÉ (COLORADO) - 4.5% -                             1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
Primary fermented with a mixed culture of wild yeast, Sour Rosé undergoes fermentation
in large oak foeders on second-use raspberries and blueberries. Bright and effervescent. 

CREATURE COMFORTS TRITONIA (ATHENS, GA) - 4.5% - 1/2 POUR $3.75 / 16 OZ $6.50
This special release is a gose, a sour wheat beer traditionally brewed with salt and coriander. 
Creature adds cucumber and lime to their tart masterpiece for a ceaselessly refreshing brew.

REDSTONE NECTAR OF THE HOPS (COLORADO) - 8% -                              1/2 POUR $4.00 / 25 CL $7.00 
A dry hopped version of their Nectar! Intriguing blend of hoppiness, with citrus, floral flavors, 
and honey. Dry-hopped with Amarillo and Centennial. Hints of bitterness. Gentle carbonation.

BURIAL BLOOD TUSK KELLLER PILS (NORTH CAROLINA) - 5.1% -  1/2 POUR $3.25 / 16 OZ $5.50
Hopped with Tettnanger, Saaz, Crystal and Mandarina hops and then spunded 
in the fermenter to produce natural carbonation. A truly classic, cellar lager.

DESTIHL WILD SOUR SERIES: PEACH BERLINER (ILLINOIS) - 4% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 10 OZ $6.00
This mixed fermentation sour wheat beer features peaches. Subtle peach 
flavor blends perfectly with this delicate and efffervescent Berliner Weisse.

SOUTHERN BREWING CO. WILD WANDERINGS (ATHENS, GA) -6.8% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 25 CL $7.00
Tart and brimming with that unique minerality of SBC’s souring program.
Aged in wine barrels and dry-hopped with delightful Lemondrop hops. Dang.

MAINE BEER COMPANY LUNCH (MAINE) - 7% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 25 CL $7.00 
Lunch is a whale with a bite taken off of her fin, spotted off the Maine coast since 1982. This 
beer is dedicated to her. IPA with tropical fruit, citrus, and pine notes. Keep on swimming!

GOOD WORD FOR THOSE ABOUT TO MEH (GEORGIA) - 6.4% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 10 OZ $7.00 
A collaboration with Atlanta Brewing Company to celebrate their 25th anniversary. This IPA is
triple dry hopped with Amarillo, Crystal and Citra. Soft as cotton candy and juicy as well, juice.

UNE ANNÉE LE SEUL XXIV (ILLINOIS) - 6.5% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / 25 CL $6.00
An american wild ale fermented with plum. Earthy brett character blends with 
moderate acidity and delicate plum flavor for a pleasant pucker on the palate.

UNE ANNÉE PECHE (ILLINOIS) - 6.5% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / 25 CL $6.00
American Peach Wild Ale. Earthy wild yeast flavor and 
subtle funk blends with notes of peach. Darn tasty.



CAROLINA BAUERNHAUS WHISKEY SOUR PEACH (SC) - 4.5% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / 10 OZ $6.00 
Golden sour aged with limes in whiskey barrels from a local SC distillery. The result is a tart 
refreshing beer with hints of oak in the nose and a bright acidity. Infused with peaches!

CAROLINA BAUERNHAUS WHISKEY SOUR (SC) - 4.5% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / 10 OZ $6.00 
Golden sour aged with limes in whiskey barrels from a local SC distillery. The 
result is a tart refreshing beer with hints of oak in the nose and a bright acidity.

TERRAPIN SOUND CZECH PILSNER (ATHENS, GA) - 5.2% -                         1/2 POUR $2.75 / 16 OZ $4.50
Czech 1, 2. Brewed with 100% Pilsner malt and German Magnum, Czech Saaz, and Sapphire hops.
Noble hop character gives way to perfect malt balance and a snappy, dry finish. Is this thing on?

FOUNDERS SOLID GOLD (MICHIGAN) - 4.4% - 1/2 POUR $2.75 / 16 OZ $4.50
A take on a classic, Solid Gold is a drinkable premium lager brewed with the 
highest quality ingredients. Challenging what a lager can be? Easy and crushable.

RED CYPRESS STAGE DIVER (FLORIDA) - 7.3% - 1/2 POUR $3.75 / 10 OZ $6.50
Stage Diver is a zero IBU hazy IPA brewed with Florida orange peel and local 
honey. A heavily hopped beer with Azacca and Mandarina Bavaria.

MAINE BEER COMPANY MO (MAINE) - 6% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 25 CL $7.00 
Their first run at an American Pale Ale. Flavors and aromas of zesty citrus, passionfruit,
 and pine present themselves. A very subtle malt sweetness for balance, finishes dry.

DESTIHL WILD SOUR SERIES: BLUEBERRY GOSE (ILLINOIS) - 5.2% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 10 OZ $6.00
A Leipzig-Style Gose with blueberries. Fruity complexity, tart, citrus, lime and, slight spicy 
notes. Coriander and sea salt harvested from the shores of France are added. Yum!

SOUTHERN BREWING CO. BUMPKIN (ATHENS, GA) - 5.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.00 / 12 OZ $5.00
Some pumpkin beers don’t actually contain pumpkin. This has enough to break a forklift. If 
you carved the words “beer geek” into one and lit it with a pie spice candle, this is the flavor.

TERRAPIN RECREATION ALE  (ATHENS, GA) - 4.7% -  1/2 POUR $2.75 / 16 OZ $4.50
Our favorite Terrapin cans are on draught! Avoid the instinct to recycle
our glassware. Dry-hopped with one of the tastiest hops in the galaxy: Galaxy.

CREATURE COMFORTS KING PEACH (ATHENS, GA) - 5.5% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / 10 OZ $6.00
King Peach is an American pale ale brewed with tons of peaches and hopped with 
NZ Rakau, Citra, Galaxy, and Mosaic. A very limited and very tasty special release.

MAINE BEER COMPANY PEEPER (MAINE) - 5.5% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 10 OZ $7.00 
In 2009 they started with a one barrel system and worked on a single recipe, 
over and over, until Peeper was born. A perfect hoppy pale ale. Cheers!

FOUNDERS NITRO RÜBÆUS (MICHIGAN) - 5.7% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
Optimizing the flavor of fresh raspberries added at multiple stages during fermentation, 
this stunning berry-red masterpiece is the perfect balance of creamy sweetness and tart.

CAROLINA BAUERNHAUS GOLDEN GHOST (SC) - 4.5% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 25 CL $7.00 
Golden sour with Carolina reaper and ghost peppers tamed by its sour base and by dry-
hopping with sweet El Dorado and Azacca hops. Spicy meets sweet and sour. Amazing!

LEFT HAND NITRO CHAI MILK STOUT (COLORADO) - 6% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
Smooth as silk with roasted chocolate and chai spice notes. Hints of fresh toasted nuts with soft
spice notes. Nitrogenated for an extra creamy mouthfeel. Featuring Left Hands Chai Blend!

D9/CHERRY ST. THUNDER CATS (NORTH CAROLINA) - 11.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.75 / 10 OZ $6.50
This sour double IPA is brewed with Pekko, Summit, Vic Secret, and 
steeped with whole cone citra hops. Thunder Cats! HOOOOO!

WILD HEAVEN BELISAMA (GEORGIA) - 6% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 25 CL $7.00 
Made with an absolutely absurd amount of fresh raspberries, Belisama 
is a sour ale named after the goddess referred to as the brightest one. 

WITTEKERKE WILD (BELGIUM) - 5% -  1/2 POUR $3.00 / 12 OZ $5.00
Beginning life as Witterkerke Wit, this Sour Witbier is fermented using micro flora
from Petrus oak foeders, creating a unique concoction both sour and refreshing!

NEW REALM EUPHONIA PILSNER (GEORGIA) - 5% -  1/2 POUR $3.25 / 16 OZ $5.50
A true brewer’s beer. Bursting with hoppy aromatics and heightened levels of refreshment 
from Hersbrucker, Huell Melon, Saphir & Sterling hops. A perfert thirst quencher.

VICTORY NITRO HOPDEVIL IPA (PENNSYLVANIA) - 6.7% -    1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16 OZ $5.00
Bold, spicy and Menacingly Delicious™, this American-hopped IPA offers an aromatic 
punch and follows through with a lasting, full-bodied finish. Now on Nitrogen!



WEIHENSTEPHANER FESTBIER (GERMANY) - 5.8% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / .5L $6.00
A full rich bodied, hoppy, lager, brewed for the Festbier season. This beer truly represents 
the Bavarian way of celebrating. Deep gold color, great mouthfeel and lots of flavor. Prost!

CREATURE COMFORTS DRACULA’S BLOOD (ATHENS, GA) - 4.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
This is a “Transylvania Weisse” made with passionfruit, cocoa nibs, hibiscus, lactose, and 
one very “special” ingredient... Brewed in partnership with @wildrumpusathens. Spooky!

MONDAY NIGHT DINNER FOR ONE (GEORGIA) - 7.7% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
This spelt IPA, Pilsner malt, torrified wheat, and spelt for the backbone. Mosaic, 
Motueka and Hallertau Blanc hops combine for a citrusy background. 

STONE ANNI-MATTER IPA (CALIFORNIA) - 9.1% -   1/2 POUR $3.75 / 12 OZ $6.50
Stone 22nd Anniversary Anni-Matter Double IPA is a clean, crisp IPA that reinforces 
bold, flavorful, juicy IPAs can still be perfectly clear. This beer is proudly haze-free.

LIEFMAN’S CUVEE-BRUT (BELGIUM) - 6% -  1/2 POUR $4.75 / 10 OZ $8.00
A marvelous blend of funky farmhouse flavors and fresh tart cherries. 
Earthy barrel notes with rich woody notes blend with lemon cherry tartness.

WILD LEAP ALPHA ABTRACTION VOL. 2 (GEORGIA) - 8% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 10 OZ $7.00
The second Alpha Abstraction is a blend of Citra and Galaxy hops loaded with refreshing, tropical 
fruit flavors. Lime, grapefruit, mango and bright orange; passionfruit, pineapple and citrus aromas.

D9 WILD THINGS #3: STRAWBERRY FIELDS (NORTH CAROLINA) - 7% -    1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
The third installment in their Wild Things series Strawberry Fields is an 
American Wild Ale with strawberry, rhubarb, and aged balsamic sea salt.

DOGFISH HEAD SEAQUENCH ALE (DELAWARE) - 4.9% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
Three tasty traditional German brews become one. A Kolsch, Gose, and Berlinerweisse
are all belnded together with lime peel, black lime, coriander and sea salt. Crazy good.

SBC SOUTHERN WOODPILE SERIES WILD WOOD (ATHENS, GA) - 6.7% -           25 CL $9.00
Maybe the last keg of its kind from Southern Brewing Company, this sour ale is a blend of 18 
month old barrel stock and 6 month old Foeder beer. Keg conditioned, sour & masterful.

BURIAL/CREATURE COMFORTS CULTURE KEEPERS (NC) - 5.8% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12OZ $5.50
“To those before us. To those who will follow.” Creature and Burial are keeping the dream
alive and honoring the past with this beyond-tasty Festbier Lager. Clean, malty, and deliberate.

BELHAVEN NITRO SCOTTISH ALE (SCOTLAND) - 5.2% -    1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
Delivering a malty sweet, smooth, and creamy finish, this classic Scottish 
Ale drinks easy and has a stunning ruby colour in the glass. Magic. 

MONDAY NIGHT DUST BUNNY (GEORGIA) - 6.8% -    1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
Aromatics of orange, lemon, and honey, with a soft, bright body contributing notes of peach. 
Moderate bitterness balances a juicy mouthfeel for an all-around refreshing IPA. 

RED CYPRESS CARL (FLORIDA) - 7% -  1/2 POUR $4.00 / 10 OZ $7.00
A perfect New England-style IPA that blends the old school with the 
new.  Super aromatic with herbal, pine, and dank hop notes. Carl!!!

CREATURE COMFORTS DUENDE IPA (ATHENS, GA) - 8% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12OZ $6.00
A Double IPA made with Citra, Mosaic, & Simcoe hops. Hazy marigold in appearance with
fluffy white foam. Fruit flesh notes all over the place. Not scary bitter, either. Just nice.

BURIAL PORTAL TO TRANSGRESSION (NORTH CAROLINA) - 7% -  1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12OZ $7.00
A porter made with a copious blend of dank hops and aged upon heaps of Dutch cocoa 
powder, vanilla and lactose. Parsed together with the J Wakefield Brewing crew.

BURIAL UNTO LUMINOUS DEPTHS (NORTH CAROLINA) - 5.5% -  1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12OZ $7.00
This lemon merengue sour ale is blended from a mixed culture sour in oak puncheons. Made 
with lemon, lime and tangerine peels and aged with ginger, vanilla beans and cinnamon.

WILD HEAVEN NITRO ALTAIR (GEORGIA) - 6.9% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00 
This IPA uses the same cryogenically separated hop technology in the Goodvice IPA. Unreal 
amounts of hop flavor with virtually no bitterness. Nitrogen imparts a super smooth moutfeel.

SCOFFLAW STRAWBERRY LEMONADE HOOLIGAN *CASK* (GEORGIA) - 7% -   1/2 POUR $3.75 / 12 OZ $6.50
A delicious cask version of Hooligan featuring fresh strawberries and lemon juice. 
A rich IPA with minimal carbonation makes the perfect backbone for this treat!

CREATURE COMFORTS HEIZENBREWG (ATHENS, GA) - 6.5% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00 
Heizenbrewg is a hazy IPA brewed with 100% citra hops in honor of their incredibly 
talented Brewmaster, Adam Beauchamp, or as they like to call him - “Heizenbrewg”!

HI-WIRE GIMME THE BRUT  (NORTH CAROLINA) - 8% -   1/2 POUR $3.75 / 10 OZ $6.50
A sparkling brut double-IPA that pushes the limits of how dry a hoppy beer can be. Sweet and fruity 
with notes of white grape and a Champagne-like body with extremely low bitterness at only 20 IBUs.

TERRAPIN GAMMA RAY  (ATHENS, GA) - 10.8% -   1/2 POUR $4.25 / 12 OZ $7.50
This delicious Wheat Wine is packed with clove, banana, and fruity goodness. 
Finishes dry. Amazingly approachable and more complex with each sip.



RED CYPRESS BLOOD ORANGE DEVIL’S CHAIR (FLORIDA) - 6% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
Devil’s Chair IPA packs a sinister punch of bright, fruity hops, blood 
orange flavors, and a dry, bitter finish that won’t let go!

BURIAL REVIVAL OF THE FORGOTTEN (NORTH CAROLINA) - 7% -  1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12OZ $7.00
This collaboration with Blackberry Farms Brewery is made with Epiphany Craft Malt Barley and 
Triticale and hopped with Meridian, Citra and Huell Melon. Conditioned with Brettanomyces.

BURIAL A VIOLENT VOYAGE TO IMPERMANANCE (NC) - 8% - 1/2 POUR $4.25 / 10 OZ $7.50
This double IPA features Sauvignon Blanc and Pinot Gris Grapes.
Double Dry-Hopped with Enigma, Citra and Azacca hops. 

MONDAY NIGHT MISCHIEF MANAGED PEACH BERLINER  (GEORGIA) - 4.5% -           25 CL $8.00
This version is aged in Sauvignon blanc barrels on peaches. Tart, 
crisp and clean, this Berliner Weisse is refreshingly dry. 

AKADEMIA TAKE IT TO THE MAC’S 2 MACSIMUS PRIME (ATHENS, GA) - 9.6% - 1/2 POUR $4.25 / 10 OZ $7.50
A double IPA named for head cellar dweller, Mac McMillan. This second
version is dry hopped with El Dorado and Denali hops. Massive hop flavor.

BURIAL THRESHER (NORTH CAROLINA) - 6.2% - 1/2 POUR $3.00 / 12 OZ $5.00
Utilizing Riverbend Malt barley, wheat, and Counter Culture Coffee in this saison, 
their farmhouse yeast meld with aromas of stone fruit, roasted nuts, and subtle toffee.

MYSTIC TABLE BEER (MASSACHUSETTS) - 4.3% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / 25 CL $6.00
Table beer traces its roots back to a time when water was never an option at the dining 
table. An incredibly drinkable everyday saison, brewed with Hallertau and Ella.

TERRAPIN GOLDEN ALE (ATHENS, GA) - 5% -   1/2 POUR $2.75 / 16 OZ $4.50
A Georgia-only release from our friends at Terrapin. Toasted caramel 
malts and light hops are expertly balanced in this classic golden ale.

AYINGER OKTOBERFEST (GERMANY) - 5.8% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 12 OZ $6.00
Ayinger’s 5-grain lager boasts a big malt backbone that is reminiscent of 
fresh baked bread and toasted grain. Balanced well with spicy noble hops.

LAGUNITAS MOZANGO (CALIFORNIA) - 7.7% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
Loaded with bunches of earth-floral Mosaic and citrusy-piney Simcoe hops and packing 
some fresh mango juice in the mix. Like a smooth and aromatic tropicalian punch...Mozango!

BLUE PANTS PINSTRIPE CANDY BAR STOUT (ALABAMA) - 8% -                     1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
Pinstripe Stout is a roasty, chocolate, coffee stout that is big and rich. 
Pitch black, this beer makes it’s case as a stand alone dessert. 

NORTH COAST OLD RASPUTIN NITRO (CALIFORNIA) - 10% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
The gold standard of Russian Imperial Stouts. Served on nitrogen for a 
silky smooth mouth feel. Packed with chocolate and coffee roasted flavors.

YOUNGS DOUBLE CHOCOLATE STOUT (ENGLAND) - 5.2% -                         1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
Flavors and aromas of smooth milk chocolate. Young’s sweet stout is delicious and 
dangerously drinkable. Light roastiness, sweet, smooth, and chocolatey.

HI-WIRE MANEATER DOUBLE IPA (NORTH CAROLINA) - 8.3% -  1/2 POUR $4.50 / 12 OZ $8.00
Man Eater marries Amarillo’s spicy aromas with Citra’s classic notes of lemon zest & mandarin orange. 
These big hop aromas accompany a spicy, citrusy, floral flavor and a warming alcohol finish.

UNE ANNÉE HUBBARD’S CAVE FRESH IIPA (ILLINOIS) - 8.5% -  1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12OZ $7.00
This delicious, amazingly fresh Imperial IPA blooms with citrusy, floral hop aromas

and finishes crisp and dry with assertive bitterness. An IPA lover’s dream.

CAROLINA BAUERNHAUS WALHALLAPEÑO (ANDERSON, SC) - 4.2% - 1/2 POUR $4.25 / 10 OZ $7.50
This refreshing collaboration with Frothy Beard Brewing Co. in Charleston, SC is the perfect combination of a salty sour 
Gose mingled with the right amount of spicy & peppery heat from locally sourced and grown jalapeño peppers.

CAROLINA BAUERNHAUS BRADFORD (ANDERSON, SC) - 6.2% - 1/2 POUR $4.50 / 10 OZ $8.00
A tart Farmhouse Ale aged in a mix of red and white wine barrels. Brewed with 100 lbs of puréed 
Bradford Watermelon, barrel aged,  then blended with an additional 200 lbs of watermelon purée.

SOUTHERN BREWING CO. TALLULAH (ATHENS, GA) - 6.0% -           25 CL $9.00
SBC’s tribute to the Tallulah Gorge. This golden sour blend uses native yeast and is 

aged 9 months in Georgia winery barrels then dry hopped with Amarillo.

SOUTHBOUND MOUNTAIN JAM (GEORGIA) - 5.0% -  1/2 POUR $3.25 / 16 OZ $5.50
Gold Medal winner at the 2018 World Beer Cup. Citra, Amarillo and Cascade 
hops lend this brew its heady, citrus aroma to create a craft lager like no other. 

SCOFFLAW POG BASEMENT IPA (GEORGIA) - 7.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.75 / 16 OZ $6.50
Meet Basement IPAs outgoing little brother. A little less business, a little more party. Scofflaw added 
passionfruit, orange, and guave for a big tropical kick, taking you out of the basement and straight to the islands.



WEIHENSTEPHAN/SIERRA NEVADA BRAUPAKT (GERMANY) - 6% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / .5L $6.00
A pact of Bavarian-Calironian brewing expertise, this fruity, hoppy Hefeweissbier 
featuresthe traditional Hallertauer with a twist of American Amarillo & Chinook hops.

MIKKELLER HALLO ICH BIN WATERMELON (DENMARK ) - 3.7% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / 25 CL $6.00
This berlinerweisse showcases watermelon along with the style’s signature
lemon zest flavor and snappy tart acidity in an incredibly low ABV package.

VICTORY BLOOD ORANGE IPA WITH AGAVE (PENNSYLVANIA) - 7% -  1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16 OZ $5.00
This rose-colored IPA explodes with citrus aromas, flavors of blood orange, and 
smooth malts. A balanced finish ends with a sweetness from the agave syrup.

DESTIHL AMRA MANGO IPA (ILLINOIS) - 7% -    1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
Beginning as a super pale West-coast style IPA with Simcoe and Glacier hops, Amra 
features an unreasonable amount of Mangoes for a juicy tropical IPA experience!

SAMUEL SMITH’S NUT BROWN ALE (ENGLAND) - 5% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
This classic brown ale starts and finishes relatively dry with a rich 
nutty color, and a palate of beech nuts, almonds, and walnuts.

GOOD WORD OPHELIA (GEORGIA) - 4.8% - 1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16 OZ $5.00
An easy drinking tart German style wheat beer. 
Pleasantly acidic with notes of aprictot and stone fruit.

CENTRAL STATE LA PETITE CAFÉ (INDIANA) - 3.5% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 10 OZ $7.00 
This sour ale features additions of Catuai coffee from Chicago’s Dark Matter.
Gentle acid blends perfectly with mild and complex coffee flavors. Very interesting.

DELIRIUM TREMENS (BELGIUM) - 8.5% -  1/2 POUR $4.00 / 25 CL $7.00 
An exemplary Belgian Strong Golden Ale, Tremens combines floral, spicy belgian yeast with 
effervescence and a lingering, slightly bitter finish. Gold in color. Chase away “the shakes.”

HOURGLASS DARK SCHÖPS (FLORIDA) - 6.3% -   1/2 POUR $3.25 / 10 OZ $5.50
In collaboration with Heirloom Rustic Ales, this one is a revival of a Prussian 
style using lots of wheat. This one is dark, bready, nutty, and wheaty!

SCOFFLAW EXPERIMENTAL LACTOSE IPA *CASK* (GEORGIA) - 8.6% -   1/2 POUR $3.75 / 12 OZ $6.50
This IPA features Calypso, El Dorado, and Medusa hops, combined with Milk 
sugar resulting in a smooth and rich cask IPA with minimal carbonation.

CREATURE COMFORTS  DOUBLE DRY HOPPED TROP (ATHENS, GA) - 6.6% -    1/2 POUR $3.50 / 10 OZ $6.00
DDH Trop is based on the classic, but dry hopped with twice the amount of Galaxy!
A bolder, hoppier version of the original, with pine and tangerine shining throughout.

SWEETWATER HATCHERY SERIES GOLDEN SUMMER ALE (GEORGIA) - 4.8% -   1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
A super well-balanced summer ale featuring hops from New Zealand and Australia.
Nice and crisp, it combines a fruit-forward aroma with clean and delicate finish.

AKADEMIA SKÅL (ATHENS, GA) - 5.8% -                                                     1/2 POUR $3.25 / 10 OZ $5.50
Norwegian for “cheers”,  this farmhouse ale is brewed with kveik 
yeast. Hints of funk with mild citrus notes and a clean crisp finish.

CAROLINA BAUERNHAUS EVENING VENT (SC) - 6.5% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / 10 OZ $6.00 
A Brettanomyces forward IPA with Peaches. Slightly hazy, 
funky, peppery, complex, and delicious. Finishes very dry.

CAROLINA BAUERNHAUS FERAL BARREL RASPBERRY (SC) - 7.2% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 25 CL $7.00 
A dark wild ale featuring regional malts and fermented in sorghum rum barrels with house 
blend of native yeasts and brettanomyces and aged on a blend of raspberries and cherries.

AKADEMIA JNANA JUICE (ATHENS, GA) - 6.4% - 1/2 POUR $3.75 / 16 OZ $6.50
This juicy IPA is packed with flavor, using Idaho 7 and Azacca hops. Notes 
of pineapple and stone fruit cooperate with grass and pepper on the finish. 

SCOFFLAW DOUBLE POG BASEMENT (GEORGIA) - 10.5% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00 
This massive imperial version of the POG Basement boasts the same passion-fruit, 
orange, and guava notes, with even more tropical fruit and hop bite. Dangerous.

GRIMM ICING ON THE CAKE (NEW YORK) - 10% -            8 OZ $9.00
This imperial milk stout features additions of vanilla and cacao giving it a rich, super 
smooth,and slightly sweet taste, with bold roast to balance everything out. Very special.

HEAVEN & ALE JUICE BUCKETS (TENNESSEE) - 7.0% -   1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
This hazy juice bomb hasn’t forgotten that it’s an IPA. A soft, juicy bitterness featuring 

loads of tropical fruits sits high atop a soft, pillowy body. Drink your juice, Shelby.

SOUTHERN BREWING CO. 2017 APRICOT FOEDER BIER (ATHENS, GA) - 6.0% -           25 CL $9.00
A fantastic, vintage, sour saison aged in SBC’s foeder with multiple strains of wild yeast and bacteria.
The addition of apricots gives this beer a delightful, round sweetness to match it’s in-your-face funk.

FOUNDERS NITRO RÜBÆUS (MICHIGAN) - 5.7% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
Optimizing the flavor of fresh raspberries added at multiple stages during fermentation, 
this stunning berry red masterpiece is the perfect balance of sweet and tart.



CROOKED STAVE IPA (COLORADO) - 6% -                                        1/2 POUR $3.75 / 16 OZ $6.50
This juicy, unfiltered IPA was built to showcase the hop aroma and flavor of 
Amarillo, Azacca, Mosaic, and Motueka. A smooth and easy drinker.

HIGHLAND HAWAI’IAN LOUNGE JUICE (NORTH CAROLINA) - 8% -  1/2 POUR $3.75 / 12 OZ $6.50
This Imperial IPA is deceptively drinkable. Passion fruit and mango lend this brew a
slightly tart flavor, balanced out with tropical fruit bitterness from Azacca hops.  

3 TAVERNS CUSH (GEORGIA) - 8.2% -                                                1/2 POUR $4.00 / 10 OZ $7.00
A hazy lactose IPA brewed with wheat and oats. Double dry-hopped with Galaxy, 
El Dorado, and Hallertau Blanc. Incredible moutfeel with citrus and tropical fruit notes.

BURIAL GANG OF BLADES (NORTH CAROLINA) - 8.3% -                            1/2 POUR $4.00 / 10 OZ $7.00
Featuring Amarillo, Belma, Centennial, Columbus, Mandarina Bavaria, and Summit 
hops, this double IPA has it all. Perfectly balanced and dangerously easy to drink.

CAROLINA BAUERNHAUS OVER THE LINE (SOUTH CAROLINA) - 7.7% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 10 OZ $7.00
An old school West-coast style IPA featuring classic Cenntennial Comet, and Simcoe 
hops.  A sturdy malt bill provides a backbone for those definitive hop flavors.

SWEETWATER 420 STRAIN G13 IPA (GEORGIA) - 6% -   1/2 POUR $2.75 / 16 OZ $4.50
With a nose that mimics the lengendary G13 cannabis strain, this 
phenomenally drinkable IPA has a great body and a nice amount of haze.

KNEE DEEP JUICY ME ROLLIN’ (CALIFORNIA) - 6.5% -   1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
This IPA is brewed with Citra hops,  Pink Guava, and Pineapple extract. 
Juicy aromas of tropical fruit balance this slightly bitter IPA.

LAGUNITAS BORN AGAIN YESTERDAY (CALIFORNIA) - 7% -   1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
This IPA features proprietary technology the folks at Lagunitas invented
to preserve wet hop flavor all year round! Unfiltered and delicious.

CAROLINA BAUERNHAUS PINEAPPLE SOUR SESSION IPA (SC.) - 4.5% -   1/2 POUR $3.75 / 10 OZ $6.50
A golden sour ale aged on pineapple, then dry-hopped 
with copious amounts of fruity citrusy hops. A sour IPA!

CENTRAL STATE OATSPLOSION (INDIANA) - 5.3% - 1/2 POUR $4.25 / 10 OZ $7.50
We like oats in beers. Like, a lot. Oh the smooth, smooth mouthfeel. They added a whole mess of galaxy and 
mosaic hops to supplement this full-bodied beer with all the juicy character expected from a brett pale ale.

BOLD ROCK BLACKBERRY (NORTH CAROLINA) - 4.7% -                                 1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16 OZ $5.00
A blend of Blackberries, Virginia, and North Carolina apples, this crisp cider
works perfectly with the tart flavor of the beloved summer berry. Refreshing!

SWEETWATER TRIPLETAIL IPA (GEORGIA) - 5.5% -  1/2 POUR $2.75 / 16 OZ $4.50
TripleTail weaves juicy and bodacious hops with notes of papaya, pineapple and passionfruit
into this lush hop-forward IPA, creating a mouthwatering vacation for your senses.

MONDAY NIGHT RUCKSACK (GEORGIA) - 4.9% -                                    1/2 POUR $3.25 / 16 OZ $5.50
A German style wheat beer featuring Mandarina Bavaria hops and steeped in  
orange peel post fermentation. Hazy and unfiltered, bright and refreshing.

TERRAPIN HI-5 (ATHENS, GA) - 5.9% -    1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16OZ $5.00
Stinky, hoppy nose. Smells like a basement in the ‘70s (in a good way). Pleasant, unassertive 
bitterness throughout and just enough malt. The East Coast Man’s West Coast IPA.

TERRAPIN WATERMELON GOSE (ATHENS, GA) - 4.3% - 1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16 OZ $5.00
A tart, refreshing wheat beer brewed with sea salt, coriander, and a healthy splash
of watermelon. Go on, kick this summer right in the seeds. Yeah. Show ‘em who’s boss.

CREATURE COMFORTS GOODIE PILS (ATHENS, GA) - 5.2% -    1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
Goodie Pils is a hoppy Pilsner single hopped with Galaxy. This beer is a version 
of the collaboration they brewed with Highland Park Brewery in Los Angeles, CA.

AKADEMIA RED WINE BARREL EVERYTHING HE TOUCHES (ATH, GA) - 6.2% -  1/2 POUR $3.75 / 10 OZ $6.50
This tart brett saison is aged in red wine barrels. Tannic notes blend nicely 
with the brett with no one flavor overpowering another. Smooth horseblanket.

BULL CITY RHIZE UP! (NORTH CAROLINA) - 4.7% -                                     1/2 POUR $2.75 / 16 OZ $4.50
Rhize Up! is spiced with generous amounts of ginger rhizomes 
for a refreshing hard cider with subtle notes of ginger.

LEFT HAND BELGIAN-STYLE DUBBEL NITRO (COLORADO) - 7.9% - 1/2 POUR $3.75 / 12 OZ $6.50
Super smooth, with rich malt-forward flavor, this Belgian-style 
Dubbel is a well made and unique take on the classic style. 

SOUTHERN BREWING CO. WILDWOOD (ATHENS, GA) - 6.7% -           25 CL $9.00
Maybe the last keg of its kind from Southern Brewing Company, this sour ale is a blend of 18 
month old barrel stock and 6 month old Foeder beer. Keg conditioned, sour & masterful.

SOUTHERN BREWING CO. 2017 APRICOT FOEDER BIER (ATHENS, GA) - 6.0% -           25 CL $9.00
A fantastic, vintage, sour saison aged in SBC’s foeder with multiple strains of wild yeast and bacteria.
The addition of apricots gives this beer a delightful, round sweetness to match it’s in-your-face funk.



REFORMATION ALANI (GEORGIA) - 4.7% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
A rosé inspired beer made with a lighthearted spirit. Hints of cranberry
tartness, soft wine tannins, and floral hibiscus hues illuminate the palate.

BIRDS FLY SOUTH/CENTRAL STATE FARM BABIES (SOUTH CAROLINA) - 6% - 1/2 POUR $4.25 / 10 OZ $7.50
100% wood fermented and barrel aged in oak, this light golden, slightly hazy farmhouse
pale is mildly bitter with beautiful Brett aromatics. Brewed for BFS’s Friendship Project.

KNEE DEEP SLOOOW MO (CALIFORNIA) - 6.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.25 / 12 OZ $5.50
This light bodied single hopped Mosaic IPA, is bursting with aromas of ripe summer
berries, citrus, and passionfruit. Flavorful enough to sip, smooth enough to crush.

AKADEMIA RASPBERRY KEYLIME NIOBE’S TEARS (ATHENS, GA) - 4.8% -  1/2 POUR $3.75 / 10 OZ $6.50
This kettle soured gose features the traditonal additions of salt and coriander
along with Raspberry and Keylime for a super refreshing summer drinker.

CAROLINA BAUERNHAUS FRIPA (SOUTH CAROLINA) - 6.7% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 10 OZ $7.00
This Farmhouse Rye IPA with American hops, locally malted barley and rye, native yeast, and
Brett creates an IPA like no other. A delightful balance of floral hops and grassy funk.

HIGHLAND AVL (NORTH CAROLINA) - 6.5% -  1/2 POUR $2.75 / 16 OZ $4.50
Chinook, Citra, and Cenntenial hops shine in this West Coast style IPA. A sturdy malt bill
frames tropical fruit, lemon rind, grapefruit, and dank hop notes. Citrus and resin on the finish.

1809 BERLINER WEISSE (GERMANY) - 5% - 1/2 POUR $2.75 / 12 OZ $4.50
A wonderfully refreshing traditional german style with dry lemon tartness
and subtle earthy flavors. Finishes clean and crisp. Light bodied yet complex.

WEXFORD NITRO IRISH CRÉME ALE (IRELAND) - 5% -  1/2 POUR $3.25 / 12 OZ $5.50
This authentic Irish ale dates back to 1810 from Co. Wexford. Brewed to an original
family recipe using Irish malts and hops, this cream ale is smooth, mellow, and velvety.

LEFT HAND BLACKCURRANT NITRO (COLORADO) - 4.7% - 1/2 POUR $3.25 / 16 OZ $5.50
This cream ale features blackcurrants and is carbonated with nitrogen resulting
in a super smooth, easy drinker with a light body, tart berries, and a vibrant color.

HIGHLAND OATMEAL PORTER (NORTH CAROLINA) - 5.8% -  1/2 POUR $2.75 / 16OZ $4.50
A unique Highland creation, this robust beer is black in color, very malty
with hints of chocolate roasted flavor and a well balanced hop character.

AKADEMIA EVERYTHING HE TOUCHES FRUCTOSIUM SERIES (ATH, GA) - 6.2% -  1/2 POUR $3.75 / 10 OZ $6.50
This is a tart brett saison with blackberry, black currant and boysenberry. The fruits blend 
nicely with the brett with no flavor overpowering the other. Smooth horseblanket.

GOOD WORD DONNA-MARIA SAISON (GEORGIA) - 6.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
A classic saison, clean and dry with great fruity esters. So fluffy you’ll 
think you’re drinking a pillow. Named after the brewers’ grandmothers.

GOOD WORD MAN IN MOTION TABLE BEER (GEORGIA) - 3.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
Dry, drinkable, and very refreshing. Herbal with a hint of lemon. Made using
malt from Riverbend malt house. Table beer is the go to for session beer lovers!

OMAHA/TRAPPEZE VIJGENBOOM (GEORGIA) - 11.1% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
Dutch for “fig tree,” this Belgian-Style Quad is brewed with more of that delicious Richland Rum cane 
syrup and the swell addition of figs. Pronounced “VEE-jhen-boom,” because your vision goes boom.

CHIMAY WHITE (BELGIUM) - 8% -   1/2 POUR $4.75 / 25 CL $8.00
Once the only Belgian Trappist beer on tap in the US, back again in all it’s glory! Pours cloudy
gold with a bright white head. Big fruit flavors, noble hops, spicy Belgian yeast and candy sugar.

CREATURE COMFORTS TIKI TIME (ATHENS, GA) - 6.8% -                        1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
A colaboration with Bearded Iris, Pinthouse Pizza, and YCH Hops, Tiki Time is brewed to 
showcase the new hop Sabro. Flavors of coconut, mango and tropical fruit abound!

TERRAPIN CJ10 (ATHENS, GA) - 4.9% -                                                          1/2 POUR $3.00 / 12 OZ $5.00
Brewed at Suntrust Park, this Kolsch was made in collaboration with 
Chipper Jones. A perfectly balanced easy drinker great for the ball park!

CAROLINA BAUERNHAUS WALLHALLAPEÑO (SC) - 4.2% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / 10 OZ $6.00 
A perfect combination of a salty sour gose mingled with the right amount of heat from 
locally sourced and grown jalapeño peppers. Oak fermented and soured with Lactobacillus.

CENTRAL STATE MOSAIC OATSPLOSION (INDIANA) - 5.3% - 1/2 POUR $4.25 / 10 OZ $7.50
We like oats in beers. Like, a lot. Oh the smooth, smooth mouthfeel. They added a whole mess of Mosaic
hops to supplement this full-bodied beer with all the juicy character expected from a brett pale ale.

VICTORY WILD DEVIL (PENNSYLVANIA) - 6.7% -             8 OZ $9.00
The menacingly delicious HopDevil IPA transformed by Belgian-Style fermentation. Brett Brux yeast and 6 months 
of aging in Napa Valley wine barrels creates a beautiful, bitter, tart wild ale with hints of oak and a dry finish.



BURIAL HAWKBILL IPA (NORTH CAROLINA) - 5.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
The hawkbill’s unique blade is the perfect icon of this light and slightly tart expression of the Nelson 
Sauvin hop. A subtle sweetness of lemon and lime, followed by musty white grape and papaya.

SOUTHERN BREWING CO. NITE-NITE (ATHENS, GA) - 12.5% -            25 CL $6.00
A Willett Bourbon Barrel aged imperial stout that is massive and 
bold, with notes of espresso, roast, and serious bourbon. Sleep tite.

DUCHESSE DE BORGOGNE CHERRY (BELGIUM) - 8.5% -  1/2 POUR $4.25 / 25 CL $7.50 
Duchesse Cherry is a blend of 1 and 2 year old Duchesse de Bourgogne with local, 
sour cherries added to the maturing beer. Aged in oak casks, it lives up to its name.

GEUZE BOON SÉLECTION (BELGIUM) - 6.3% -           25 CL $9.00
To create Geuze on draft brewery Boon had to take inovative steps to alter the formula
creating a new Lambic blend with lighter carbonation and a softer mouthfeel.

CAROLINA BAUERNHAUS WHISKEY SOUR BLACKBERRY (SC) - 4.5% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / 10 OZ $6.00 
Golden sour aged with limes in whiskey barrels from a local SC distillery. The result is a tart 
refreshing beer with hints of oak in the nose and a bright acidity. Infused with blackberries!

VICTORY DIRTWOLF DOUBLE IPA (PENNSYLVANIA) - 8.7% -           1/2 POUR $3.00  / 12 OZ $5.00 

Wildly assertive, intentionally untamed and dangerously satisfying, this 
double IPA experiments with whole flower American-grown hops. Amazing.

CAROLINA BAUERNHAUS SOURCE SERIES APIS (SC) - 7.8% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / 10 OZ $6.00 
A golden alefermented with two strains of yeast collected from local honeybees. Local wildflower 
honey added for a burst of honey aroma and flavor accentuating the character of the yeast.

CAROLINA BAUERNHAUS STRAWBERRY PETITE SOUR (SC) - 4.5% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / 10 OZ $6.00 
A barrel fermented and aged golden sour ale with fresh local strawberries. A 
beautifully thoughtful melding of strawberry and sour. This one will go quickly!

CENTRAL STATE CITRA OATSPLOSION (INDIANA) - 5.3% - 1/2 POUR $4.25 / 10 OZ $7.50
We like oats in beers. Like, a lot. Oh the smooth, smooth mouthfeel. They added a whole mess of Citra
hops to supplement this full-bodied beer with all the juicy character expected from a brett pale ale

FOUNDERS BREAKFAST STOUT 2017 (MICHIGAN) - 8.3% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
This aptly named breakfast beer is the perfect way to start your morning off - Rich 
roasted malts, oatmeal, and coffee! Complex in every respect and a triumph of a stout.

DESTIHL WEISSENHEIMER (ILLINOIS) - 5.9% -  1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16 OZ $5.00
This classic hefeweizen is decidedly fruity with clove and nutmeg like flavors. 
Using 50% malted wheat, the result is a pale wheat beer perfectly suited to the style. 

ANDERSON VALLEY NITRO CERVEZA CREMA (CALIFORNIA) - 5.6% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
A silky, creamy dream. Malty, very mildly hopped, and lightly sweet, with nitrogen, 
and delicate hint of spice for that oh-so-drinkable, extra velvety flavor.

LAGUNITAS IPA  (CALIFORNIA) - 5.7% -   1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16 OZ $5.00
Big west coast hops meet toasted caramel malts and combine to deliver
a balanced and refreshing IPA. Finishes with bright hops and toffee malts.

LAGUNITAS CHERRY JANE (CALIFORNIA) - 5.5% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00 
This sweet tart sour ale is full of Turkish Delight cherries, giving it a puckered up punch, 
then it’s fermented with some Brett for that extra funky funk. We love you, Cherry Jane. 

CAROLINA BAUERNHAUS SHUCKS STOUT (SC) - 5.6% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / 10 OZ $6.00 
Native fermented oyster stout brewed in collaboration with Shucks 
Oyster Bar. Big roasted nose gives way to a dry and refreshing salinity. 

WESTBROOK RINSE/REPEAT (SOUTH CAROLINA) - 7% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 10 OZ $7.00 
With Amarillo, Citra, and El Dorado hops, this IPA is juicy with moderate haze, 
super dry and super hoppy with minimal bitterness. Very well made.

LAGUNITAS SOUR PINEAPPLE (CALIFORNIA) - 5.5% - 1/2 POUR $3.00 / 12 OZ $5.00 
Aunt Sally with pineapple? Yes, please! It’s sweet, tart, and sassy. 
Hot side soured with Lacto and then hopped the heck up.

SOUTHERN BREWING CO. CUCHULAINN *CASK* (ATHENS, GA) - 5.0% -  1/2 POUR $3.25 / 12 OZ $5.50
A crisp, malty Irish Red Ale, SBC’s Cuchulainn is a collaborative effort with Loughran Maltsters. 
It is Amber in color with mild sweetness and finished off with East Kent Golding Hops. 

NEW BELGIUM / PRIMUS CERVECERIA MURAL (COLORADO) - 4.0% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
Brewed in collaboration with Primus, a leading Mexican craft brewery based out of Mexico City,  Mural takes 

inspiration from agua frescas and features hibiscus, agave, watermelon, and lime for a fresh, vibrant sip.

D9 GERMAN CHOCOLATE CAKE (NORTH CAROLINA) - 8.0% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
This stout is loaded with chocolate malts, coconut, and pecans, then aged in 

brandy oak barrels. It really does taste just like a German chocolate cake!



TERRAPIN GRAPEFRUIT CUMULUS LUPULUS (ATHENS, GA) - 8.1% - 1/2 POUR $4.25 / 10 OZ $7.50
Amarillo, Citra, Galaxy, and Mosaic hops swim around this cloud at nearly 4 pounds per barrel. That’s 
a lot. This New England-style Imperial IPA rains down with GRAPEFRUIT, passionfruit, and kiwi juiciness.

UINTA LIME PILSNER (UTAH) - 5.3% -   1/2 POUR $2.75 / 16 OZ $4.50
Crisp, light-bodied, and immensely refreshing, this small batch pilsner with lime combines 
subtle malty sweetness with hints of fruit for a little splash of summertime in a glass.

BOLD ROCK CAROLINA APPLE CIDER (NORTH CAROLINA) - 4.7% -  1/2 POUR $2.75 / 16 OZ $4.50
Made from North Carolina-grown granny smith apples. Pale and clear as day.
Neither too sweet nor too dry, simple and pleasurable. An everybody cider.

SECOND SELF MIG: MARGARITA IN GOSE (GEORGIA) - 4.3% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
This beer takes Goses to a whole new level. With additions of Florida Orange
peels and freshly squeezed lime juice, it’s reminiscent of the classic cocktail.

CREATURE COMFORTS GET COMFORTABLE IPA (ATHENS, GA) - 7.2% -              1/2 POUR $4.00 / 16OZ $7.00
Bursting with melon and peach notes. With every pint sold, we’re making a 
donation to getcomfortableathens.com to fight poverty in our community.

NEW REALM KIKIMORA (GEORGIA) - 8.5% -           1/2 POUR $3.25 / 12 OZ $5.50
A dank IPA punctuated with peachy, floral, and light citrus 
complexity. Finishes strong and dry on the palate.

NEW BELGIUM VOODOO RANGER: JUICY MANDARINA (CO.) - 6.5% -       1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
Pours a luscious light orange, packed with tons of juciy hop flavors and aromas from
Mandarina Bavaria and Galaxy. Spiced with coriander for an extra push towards paradise.

CAROLINA BAUERNHAUS BAUERNHAZE (SOUTH CAROLINA) - 6.2% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 10 OZ $7.00
A dry hopped sour ale that features their house mixed culture with the Haze Is A 4 Letter
Word, along with Eukanot, Cascade, Lemon Drop, and El Dorado Hops. A citrusy sour IPA.

CAROLINA BAUERNHAUS DAT PEACH WEISSE (SC) - 4% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / 10 OZ $6.00 
Wine barrel aged berliner weisse fermented with house yeasts and lactobacillus. 
The the addition of of fresh local peaches add to the delightful tartness of the beer.

CIGAR CITY WHITE OAK JAI ALAI (FLORIDA) - 7.5% - 1/2 POUR $4.50 / 12 OZ $8.00 
White oak adds smoothing notes of vanilla to the aroma and flavor profile. The finish is elegantly dry due to 
the light tannin notes from oak aging and though still loaded with hop flavor, hop bitterness is more restrained.

NORTH 2 SOUTH CIDERWORKS FRESH (GEORGIA) - 6% -                              1/2 POUR $4.50 / 12 OZ $8.00
Lavender to stay calm, mint to keep cool. This cider is blooming with fresh herbal 
aromas, but drinks crisp, cool, and clear. It doesn’t get much fresher than this! 

CAROLINA BAUERNHAUS JUNE PRINCESS (ANDERSON, SC) - 6.2% -           25 CL $7.50
This hazy gold beer was fermented in North Carolina Tempranillo wine barrels and aged on apricots and locally harvested 
June Princess nectarines from Clemson University’s Musser Experimental Fruit Research Farm.

FUNKY BUDDHA MAPLE BACON COFFEE PORTER (FLORIDA) - 6.4% -           25 CL $9.00
Evoking a complete diner-style breakfast in a glass, Maple Bacon 
Coffee Porter is a complex beer with a multitude of flavors at play.

SOUTHERN BREWING CO. HARDCORE SCIENCE (ATHENS, GA) - 5.4% - 1/2 POUR $4.25 / 12 OZ $7.50
A hazy, juicy sour wheat ale with a copious amount of raspberries and blueberries. Originally created 
by Kensons Artisan Ales, this beer won crowd favorite at the 2018 Athens Homebrew Classic.

SECOND SELF VIKINGS OF THE SOUTH (GEORGIA) - 6.0% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
Brewed in honor of the ATL United FC, Second Self resurrected a 500-year-old Norse proprietary yeast mixture 
and infused it into an Atlantan IPA, resulting in over-the-top mango & passionfruit, with a hint of GA peach.

MERCIER ORCHARDS GRUMPY GRANNY (GEORGIA) - 6.7% -                              1/2 POUR $3.25 / 16 OZ $5.50
A marvelous apple cider by the only orchard in Georgia that grows, presses, ferments, and packages their 
own apples. Made from Granny Smith apples for a dry cider with strong, bright apple flavor. 



BELL’S HOPSLAM (MICHIGAN) - 10.0% -  1/2 POUR $3.75 / 12 OZ $6.50
Six different hop varietals added to the brew kettle, a massive dry-hop addition of Simcoe hops, a generous malt 
bill, and a solid dollop of honey produce a remarkably drinkable rendition of the Double India Pale Ale style.

UNTITLED ART CITRUS WEISSE (WISCONSIN) - 4.5% - 1/2 POUR $4.25 / 12 OZ $7.50 
Notes of lemon, orange, and grapefruit abound in this modern day Berliner Weisse. 
It’s the perfect balance of tart and fruity, with a pleasingly dry finish.

NORTH 2 SOUTH CIDERWORKS NUDE (GEORGIA) - 6% -                              1/2 POUR $4.50 / 12 OZ $8.00
A light-bodied and remarkably refreshing cider fermented from fresh 
pressed apples. They’re letting their apples hang out on this one! 

FOUNDERS AZACCA IPA (MICHIGAN) - 7.0% -  1/2 POUR $3.25 / 16 OZ $5.50
Named after the Haitian God of agriculture, the Azacca hop has an intense tropical aroma with hints of citrus and 
mango. A touch of caramel malt gives a sweet backbone to support the righteous fruit character of this beer.

THREE TAVERNS THE DUNKEL (GEORGIA) - 4.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
Rich, dark, and complex in flavor yet light and refreshing enough 
to “slam”. Exactly what we love about a dunkel.

BITBURGER PILSNER (GERMANY) - 4.8% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / .5L $6.00
A classic premium pils with refined herbal notes followed by a nutty and honeyed aftertaste. The 
bitterness of the hops is balanced and contained by an agreeable, mellow sweetness in the body.

HIGHLAND GAELIC ALE (NORTH CAROLINA) - 5.8% -  1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16 OZ $5.00
A deep amber colored American ale, featuring a rich malty body. 
Cascade and Willamette hops add a complex hop flavor and aroma. 

ANCHOR BREWING PORTER (CALIFORNIA) - 5.6% -  1/2 POUR $3.25 / 16 OZ $5.50
The deep black color, the thick, creamy head and the intensely rich flavor of Anchor Porter, made in San Francisco 
since 1974, have earned this delicious and unique brew a worldwide reputation for outstanding quality.

HONEST ABE LIMONCELLO CIDER (CALIFORNIA) - 7% -                              1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
Semi-sweet with light tartness, this fantastic cider is made with local honey and lemons. Deceptively strong, 

the limoncello blends the flavors of summer with a warming sensation perfect for brisk spring days. 

BROUWERIJ BOSTEELS TRIPEL KARMELIET (BELGIUM) - 8.4% -             25 CL $8.00
Tripel Karmeliet is a refined and complex golden-bronze brew with a fantastic creamy head. Winner of  “World 
Best Ale,” “World Best Pale Ale,” and “World Best Abbey Ale (Pale)” at the 2008 World Beer Awards, it’s an 
undisputed champion!

WEIHENSTEPHANER PILSNER (GERMANY) - 5.1% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / .5L $6.00
Golden-yellow and bright, Weihenstephaner Pilsner comes up with a distinctively strong hop aroma and a 
pleasant bitterness. This combination provides a uniquely hoppy Pilsner, which is enjoyable to a wide variety of 
beer drinkers.

THE BRUERY WHITE CHOCOLATE WITH CHERRIES (CALIFORNIA) - 14.0% -             5 OZ $9.00
Already rich and creamy with white chocolate flavors thanks to fresh vanilla beans, cacao nibs and extensive 
oak-aging, this treat for the senses has been enhanced with the addition of tart, sweet, juicy cherries.

NEW BELGIUM PIANO KEYS (COLORADO) - 10.0% -  1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
Ugandan Vanilla Beans and Nicaraguan cocoa nibs from Atlanta-based Xocolatl Small Batch 
Chocolate inspire rich aromas and impart an initial sweetness for this magnificent imperial stout.

TERRAPIN UP-HI IPA (ATHENS, GA) - 5.9% -  1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16 OZ $5.00
This IPA features 5 tropical, orange, & citrusy aromatic and flavorful hops, a medium 
body with biscuit and caramel malt notes that bring balance to the beer. 

BURIAL BONEDAGGER PALE ALE (NORTH CAROLINA) - 5.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
Bonedagger offers a round mouthfeel and a midly-sweet grain presence, but is dry-hopped with 
dank and peachy Citra hops and Simcoe Lupulin Powder that take this Pale to the bounds of the style.

WEIHENSTEPHANER PILSNER (GERMANY) - 5.1% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / .5L $6.00
Notes of fresh baked bread and earthy pilsner malts offer a crisp and refreshing 
backbone to this stellar German Lager. Noble hops peek through for balance.

D9 LE PECHE MODE (NORTH CAROLINA) - 7.5% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
A peaches and cream sour ale that perfectly balances delicate sweetness with tart effervesence. Fruity, but far 
from cloying, it will satisfy your sweet tooth and leave you wanting another, and another, and another...

TERRAPIN LIQUID BLISS (ATHENS, GA) - 6.1% -  1/2 POUR $3.25 / 16 OZ $5.50
This beer’s porter base is dark and smooth, with enough backbone to support the richer chocolate 
and peanut butter additions. It’s even dry “peanuted” with brewery-boiled green peanuts!

ARGUS GINGER PERRY CIDER (TEXAS) - 4.5% -                              1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
Ginger Perry delivers a dry pear palate with a tart bite, finishing bright and a bit spicy at the end. 
Unpasteurized and unfiltered, Ginger Perry is free of back sweetening and added sugars.

WILD LEAP ALPHA ABSTRACTION VOL. 5 (GEORGIA) - 8.0% - 1/2 POUR $4.25 / 10 OZ $7.50 
Brewed with Nelson Sauvin hops, the fifth edition of the Alpha Abstraction series is as juicy as ever. New Zealand 
hops give the beer a subtle bitterness with fresh aroma resembling white wine, fresh gooseberry, and tropical 



OLOGY SENSORY OVERLOAD (FLORIDA) - 6.0% - 1/2 POUR $3.75 / 10 OZ $6.50 
Sensory Overload doesn’t let bitterness get in the way as senses go into overdrive trying to 
keep up with the juicy citrus and tropical fruit flavors extracted from the hops.

THE WILD BEER CO. SOMERSET SAISON (ENGLAND) - 5.0% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
A transcontinental fusion of Belgium’s eclectic beer culture and the feisty hops of North America brought to life 
with the aid of West Country artisanal brewing wizardry and judicious use of the US-grown Sorachi Ace hop.

AUSTIN EASTCIDERS BLOOD ORANGE  (TEXAS) - 5.0% - 1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
they blended blood oranges from Italy with bittersweet heirloom apples to create a cider with a zesty twist. 
With just the right amount of sweet and citrus flavors, our Blood Orange Cider is sure to brighten your day.. 

WESTBROOK 7TH ANNIVERSARY STOUT (SOUTH CAROLINA) - 10.0% 
-  1/2 POUR $4.25 / 10 OZ $7.50
Imperial stout brewed with chocolate and sea salt. The savory hint of salt compliments
and accentuates the rich chocolate flavor to make a wonderfully unique stout.

ANCHOR STEAM BEER (CALIFORNIA) - 4.9% -  1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16 OZ $5.00
A California Common Ale brewed with a blend of pale and caramel malts, fermented with lager yeast at warmer 
ale temperatures in shallow open-air fermenters, and gently carbonated through a natural process called 
kräusening.

2018 FOUNDERS KENTUCKY BREAKFAST STOUT (MICHIGAN) - 12.3% 
-           25 CL $9.00
This strong stout is brewed with a hint of coffee and vanilla then aged in oak 
bourbon barrels. A bit of backwoods pleasure without the banjo.

SECOND SELF NITRO MOLE PORTER (GEORGIA) - 6.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
This award winning chocolate porter is brewed with extra spices reminiscent of the Oaxacan mole sauce. They 
combine California, Pasella, and Chipotle chilies with cinnamon, cloves, and cocoa nibs to create a robust, flavorful 
porter.

MONDAY NIGHT BLOOD ORANGE BLIND PIRATE (GEORGIA) - 7.4% 
-  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
This delicious hop-bomb of an IPA is brewed with fresh blood orange for an extra-citrusy bite. 
Juicy and deceptively strong, it’s the perfect IPA for sipping in the Georgia springtime.

3 TAVERNS ROWDY AND PROUD IPA (GEORGIA) - 6.0% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
Brewed for the fans of Atlanta United and loaded with Huell Melon, Mosaic, and Amarillo hops, this IPA is blasting 
with flavors like melon, cantaloupe, honeydew, a hint of strawberry, and light citrus from the rowdy amount of 
hops.

GATE CITY AWE JUICE  HAZY IPA (GEORGIA) - 7.4% - 1/2 POUR $3.75 / 16 OZ $6.50 
A balanced but assertive Hazy IPA with loads of juicy, tropical fruit flavor. Brewed 

with citra and mosaic hops, and flaked oats for a rich, soft texture.

SCOFFLAW DISPATCH TRIPLE IPA (GEORGIA) - 12.5% - 1/2 POUR $4.25 / 10 OZ $7.50 
This stronger-than-double IPA is bursting at the seams with piney hop aroma and intense grapefruit 
hop flavor. Clean bitterness finishes with balanced caramel malt sweetness. Definitely a beer to savor!

LAGUNITAS BORN YESTERDAY (CALIFORNIA) - 7.7% -  1/2 POUR $4.00 / 16OZ $7.00
This un-freakin-filtered, wetter-than-wet pale ale has 11lbs-per-barrel 
of Simcoe, Citra, Mosaic and Indigenous Catawampus. Whoa.

OLD NATION M-43 (MICHIGAN) - 6.8% - 1/2 POUR $3.75 / 12 OZ $6.50 
M-43 is designed to accentuate the deep and complex character from Calypso, Simcoe, Citra and Amarillo hops. 
Notes of Pineapple, Mango and Grapefruit come through in the huge, yet surprisingly delicate aroma. 

BROOKLYN BLACK CHOCOLATE STOUT (NEW YORK) - 10.6% -   1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
Packed with roasted malty goodness and creamy flavors of coffee, 
chocolate and toasted nuts. Finishes with a spicy hop bitterness.

CREATURE COMFORTS KOKO BUNI (ATHENS, GA) - 6.8% -  1/2 POUR $3.25 / 12 OZ $5.50
Koko Buni is a lovely milk porter brewed and aged on toasted coconut, cocoa nibs 
from Athens’ own Condor Chocolates, and coffee from our friends at 1000 faces.

BURIAL HAWKBILL IPA (NORTH CAROLINA) - 6% -        1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16OZ $6.50
This IPA is made with a touch of New Zealand Rakau, a hefty dose of Nelson Sauvin, and a special house yeast. 
The result is a subtle sweetness of lemon and lime, welcomed by musty white grape and papaya. 

BELL’S TWO HEARTED (MICHIGAN) - 7% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16 OZ $6.00
Brewed with 100% Centennial hops from the Pacific Northwest, this IPA is bursting with aromas ranging 
from pine to grapefruit from massive hop additions in both the kettle and the fermenter.

SOUTHERN BREWING CO. HOBNAIL (ATHENS, GA) - 6.5% -        1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16OZ $6.00
Hobnail IPA is bittered with Newport, Nugget, and Columbus hops for a piney and citrusy 

punch, then finished with Cascade and Motueka for an extra layer of citrus aroma and flavor. 

WILD HEAVEN ATL EASY ALE (GEORGIA) - 5% -   1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16 OZ $5.00
Brewed with input from Mercedes-Benz Stadium fans, ATL Easy Ale at just 5% alcohol is a light, crisp beer 



HIGHLAND AVL IPA (NORTH CAROLINA) - 6.5% -        1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16OZ $5.00
American Chinook, Citra, and Centennial hops from the Pacific Northwest shine in this West Coast style IPA. 

A sturdy malt bill frames hints of tropical fruit, lemon rind, grapefruit and dank hops notes. 

HUBBARD’S CAVE FRESH IPA (ILLINOIS) - 6.0% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00 
A beautiful single IPA ripe with fruity, floral aroma and a pleasantly dry finish. 
Light, biscuity malts set the stage for the incomparable flavor of fresh hops.

21ST AMENDMENT EL SULLY (CALIFORNIA) - 4.8% -  1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16 OZ $5.00
A crisp, Mexican-style lager with notes of spice from Northern Brewer hops. Con el sol en los ojos, no veíamos 
bien, 
pero tú estas más cerca de él en este momento que la mayoría de la gente tendrá la suerte de estar.

SOUTHERN BREWING CO. CUCHULAINN RED ALE (ATHENS, GA) - 5% 
-  1/2 POUR $3.25 / 16 OZ $5.50
A crisp, malty Irish Red Ale, Cuchulainn is a collaborative effort with Loughran Maltsters. It is amber 
in color with mild sweetness and finishes off with a hop kick from East Kent Goldings. 

MONDAY NIGHT CARDIGANS OF THE GALAXY (GEORGIA) - 9.5% 
- 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00 
A massive 95 IBU DIPA hopped with Columbus, Mandarina Bavaria, Simcoe, Citra, Ekuanot, Mosaic, 
Comet and Galaxy. But the secret sauce is the extra-dry finish and the big citrusy melony nose.

AKADEMIA DRY HOPPED HOPRODISIAC *CASK* (ATHENS, GA) - 7.8% -                         1/2 POUR $3.75 / 10 OZ $6.50
This super hazy double ipa features a whopping 8 lb of hops per barrel and has a very 

nice citrus and melon flavor/aroma. Dry-hopped with additional Citra and Mosaic hops. 

FONTA FLORA WHIPPOORWILL (NORTH CAROLINA) - 4.5% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 10 OZ $7.00 
This witbeer is brewed with organic oranges, coriander, and bergamot-aged earl 
grey tea. It’s a garden of fresh, herbal flavor packed into a light and lovely ale.

AKADEMIA MOIRAI (ATHENS, GA) - 9% - 1/2 POUR $4.00 / 12 OZ $7.00
A belgian style golden ale with notes of banana, clove, spice, pear and 
citrus. Floral and effervescent. A proper take on the Belgian Tripel.

CREATURE COMFORTS BIBO PILSNER (ATHENS, GA) - 5.5% -  1/2 POUR $3.25 / 16 OZ $5.50
A true Pilsner in a well-balanced package. Czech Saaz hops and a touch
of Huell Melon hops put a new-world twist on this old-world style.

WILD HEAVEN STANDARD DELUXE LAGER (GEORGIA) - 5.5% -  1/2 POUR $2.75 / 16 OZ $4.50
A craft version of the classic american lager. Easy drinking 
and super crushable. Light, well attenuated, fizzy, and yellow. 

LAGUNITAS BROWN SHUGGA (CALIFORNIA) - 10% -  1/2 POUR $3.50 / 12 OZ $6.00
Deep ruby brown in color. Brown Shugga is a delicious blend of piney west coast
hops and spicy brown sugar. Finishes with warm roasted flavors and fresh hops.

NEW REALM HOPTROPOLIS IPA (GEORGIA) - 7.3% -  1/2 POUR $3.00 / 16OZ $6.50
Hoptropolis is a thriving hop mecca built upon a foundation of Citra, Mosaic, Loral and Azacca hops: 
a truly lovely American IPA with tropical fruit, floral, citrus and stone fruit hop aromatics. 

FOUNDERS CURMUDGEON’S BETTER HALF (MICHIGAN) - 10.7% -             8 OZ $7.00
What tames an old ale like Curmudgeon? Oak and sweet maple, that’s what. The result is Curmudgeon’s
Better Half, an old ale brewed with molasses and aged in bourbon barrels.  Sweet, rich and utterly delicious.

CREATURE COMFORTS CELLARMAN’S PILS (ATHENS, GA) - 4.9% 
-  1/2 POUR $3.00 / 12 OZ $5.00
A coffee-infused pilsner. This version features 1,000 Faces’ Guji 
Highland, an Ethiopian natural-processed coffee. Very interesting.

TERRAPIN IRISH BUH-BYE WAKE-N-BAKE (ATHENS, GA) - 9.4% -  1/2 POUR $4.25 / 10 OZ $7.50
Top off your morning with our “Irish Buh Bye” Wake-n-Bake. This version of our beloved imperial 
stout incorporates flavors of velvety smooth Irish cream and dark roasted coffee from Jittery Joe’s.

SOUTHERN BREWING CO. DEVIL’S HOP YARD (ATHENS, GA) - 8.5% 
-  1/2 POUR $3.00 / 12OZ $5.00
A Hell of a beer, featuring Cascade for bittering. Whirlpooled and dry-hopped with
Citra and Amarillo for 90 IBUs of dark delights. Pretty good for being evil!

BEARDED IRIS HOMESTYLE IPA (TENNESSEE) - 6% -        1/2 POUR $3.50 / 16OZ $6.00
This heavily oated, mosaic-only IPA softly beckons you to remember where you came from 
while giving you just enough of a ripe citrus kick to strive for where you want to go. 


